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The US midterms have just occurred and it
probably wasn’t what most of us were expecting.
The ‘blue wave’ that was supposed to wash
through both the lower and upper houses didn’t
happen. In fact Trump lost less than half the seats
in this midterm compared to his predecessors
Barack Obama or Bill Clinton in their first terms; he
even strengthened his position in the Senate.
While the President doesn’t seem to be nearly as
endearing here as he is to his base in America, his
frankness continues to resonate with people who
appreciate him taking his message direct through
social media outlets like Twitter.
There’s a business lesson in there somewhere for
CEO’s and communications teams about learning
to be more authentic and having a better grasp of
customer expectations.
This need for authenticity was on full display
again recently with the corporate PR disaster
that was Virgin Airlines trying to prioritise military
personnel on flights - another ‘do good’ exercise
that backfired spectacularly.
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News In Review
An overview of the business news taking place in Australia
Amcor announces appointment of Eric Roegner as
President Amcor Rigid Plastics

A

mcor has announced the appointment of Eric
Roegner as President Amcor Rigid Plastics.
Eric joins Amcor today and will succeed Mike
Schmitt in this role in mid-November. Eric will be based
in Ann Arbor, Michigan, in the United States.
Eric brings significant experience leading and
growing large scale multi regional businesses, including
12 years of executive leadership roles with Arconic
Inc., formerly known as Alcoa Inc. Arconic develops,
engineers and makes materials and components for
customers in the aerospace, automotive, commercial
transportation, packaging and other industries. Most
recently, Eric was Executive Vice President and Group
President of the US$6 billion Arconic Engineered
Products and Solutions business. Earlier in his career,
Eric was a partner at McKinsey & Co.
Eric holds a master’s degree in Business
Administration from Case Western Reserve University in
Cleveland, Ohio, and a bachelor’s degree in Aerospace
and Mechanical Engineering from Princeton University.
Mike Schmitt has led Amcor Rigid Plastics through
a period of strong growth since his appointment in
June 2011, significantly increasing profitability and
successfully integrating several strategic acquisitions.
Following the transition period, Mike will become
Executive Vice President, Amcor Limited. In this
role, Mike will continue to manage the Bericap North
America joint venture, remain executive sponsor of
certain Amcor global customer relationships and,
importantly, support the integration of the previously
announced Bemis acquisition to leverage his prior 25
years of flexible packaging experience.
Mike and Eric will report to Ron Delia, Amcor
Chief Executive Officer, and serve on Amcor’s Global
Management Team.
AMP to sell wealth protection and
mature businesses

A

MP Limited has announced the successful
completion of its portfolio review including an
agreement to divest its Australian and New
Zealand wealth protection and mature businesses
(AMP Life) and reinsure New Zealand retail wealth
protection for total proceeds of A$3.45 billion.
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Mike Wilkins, AMP’s Acting CEO, commented:
“The completion of our portfolio review marks a major
step forward in reshaping AMP as a simpler, more
focused group, that is well positioned to compete in
our core markets.
“Delivering the right outcome for customers,
shareholders and employees has been our focus
throughout the portfolio review.
“For customers, there will be no change to their
existing insurance policy terms or conditions. They
will benefit from Resolution Life’s deep expertise
in managing in-force insurance policies and its
commitment to customer service.
“For shareholders, the agreement with Resolution
Life and our exit from wealth protection and mature
delivers important strategic benefits. It substantially
simplifies our portfolio, delivers certainty and frees up
capital.
“For employees, it provides certainty of outcome
with a business that is culturally aligned with AMP. Our
highly-experienced teams supporting insurance and
mature customers are expected to largely transfer with
the sold businesses, delivering continuity and stability
for customers.
“Looking forward, our incoming CEO, Francesco
De Ferrari has the mandate to transform AMP. The
outcomes from the portfolio review will create greater
flexibility as he sets the new strategy for our simplified
business portfolio.”
Further guidance on use of proceeds will be
provided following the completion of the transaction
in 2H 2019.
Ian Hammond appointed to Suncorp Board

T

he Board of Suncorp Group Limited (Suncorp)
has announced the appointment of Ian Hammond
as a non-executive director.

Mr Hammond brings broad financial services
experience gained during his career as a Chartered
Accountant and former audit partner with PwC,
spanning 35 years. He was a lead audit partner for a
number of large Australian financial services groups
with domestic and international operations.
Mr Hammond is currently a non-executive
director of Perpetual Limited and Venues NSW. He also
brings non-executive director experience in financial
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services acting until recently as a non-executive
director of Citigroup Pty Limited, and the not-forprofit sector including Mission Australia and the Chris
O’Brien Lifehouse. He is also a Policy Council Member
of The Banking and Finance Oath.
Chairman Christine McLoughlin said Mr
Hammond’s vast professional financial services
experience will complement the existing Suncorp
Board at a time when the regulatory, business and
community context is undergoing such significant
change.
“Ian has outstanding business acumen and
brings considerable capability across financial services
that strengthens the expertise of the current Board.
His perspectives will also support Suncorp’s focus
on ensuring continuous improvement in delivering
customer outcomes and aligning them to community
expectations.”
Ian has previously held roles as Board Member of
International and the Australian Accounting Standards
Boards (IASB and AASB) and Independent Chairman
of the Audit Committee for the Anglican Church of
Australia.

network and strategically position it for the future
growth of inland rail.
“This deal provides a new and compelling
logistics option for businesses operating into and out
of Northern Queensland. We understand the strategic
importance of this region and the entry of Linfox with
our safe, secure and compliant logistics services will
unlock significant value for our current and future
customers,” said CEO Linfox Logistics, Mark Mazurek.
Million-dollar profit:
why Norco is still staying strong

N

ORCO has reported a net profit of more than $1.1
million for the 2016/17 financial year. Norco Cooperative Limited Chairman Greg McNamara
said he was pleased to announce the “solid set of
financial figures” ahead of the Annual General Meeting
to be held on November 15.
He said a good quality product, strong long-term
relationships and growing consumer support were
amongst the driving factors behind the solid results.

infox has reached an agreement with Aurizon
Holdings Limited (AZJ) to purchase the company’s
Queensland Intermodal business (QIB).

He said: “We have finished the 2016/17 financial
year with an EBITDA (Earnings before Interest, Tax,
Depreciation and Amortisation) of $8.859 million
and a net profit of $1.122 million. This is after having
been able to retain our total average farm gate price
for our northern region supply as well as maintain the
previously communicated position for our southern
region milk supply.

The agreement is subject to the lifting of
an interlocutory injunction on Aurizon, which will
significantly increase the size of Linfox’s intermodal rail
capability.

“We are absolutely focused on consistently
demonstrating that a farmer owned co-operative
model with solid strategy, direction, management and
performance can continue to prosper.

Under a separate 10-year commercial contract,
Aurizon’s Bulk business will also provide rail linehaul
services and some terminal services to Linfox using
Aurizon locomotives.

“Our diversified business model, geographical
positioning, quality of product and strong long-term
relationships have again been significant drivers
in achieving these financial results. Our unique
proposition in the market place as a true co-operative
owned by Australian farmers continues to resonate
with a growing consumer base.

Linfox secures strategic purchase of Aurizon
Queensland Intermodal business

L

“Linfox is proud to be making another strategic
investment in Australia. This significant acquisition
will strengthen the Linfox network and increase
competition in the Queensland logistics market. It
will also bring certainty to Aurizon staff, regional
communities and customers that would have been
impacted if the Aurizon QIB business had closed,” said
Linfox Executive Chairman, Peter Fox.
The transaction will increase the scale and
scope of Linfox’s services throughout Queensland and
provide greater Queensland-based pick-up, delivery
and warehousing capability. It will also significantly
enhance the broader Australia-wide Linfox intermodal

“The board and management team are closely
aligned on growing our geographic footprint beyond
our traditional areas in the Norco Foods business.
This strategy will have far reaching benefits, including
creating efficiencies in our manufacturing facilities
and opportunities for our members to grow their milk
supply with stable milk prices. The profitability of our
rural retail / agri business unit also plays a key role in our
diversified business model, helping to safeguard both
overall business profitability and member profitability.”
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Mr McNamara also acknowledged Norco’s former
Chief Executive Officer, Brett Kelly, who resigned on
September 29.
He said Mr Kelly played a pivotal role in Norco
achieving the excellent results as well as the company’s
continued growth.
At the AGM, members will be asked to approve a
6 per cent dividend based on the profit result.
Directors for the northern and central regions,
Heath Hoffman and Greg McNamara were expected to
be re-elected.
Norco’s new Chief Executive Officer Ben White
will be introduced to members at the meeting.
QBE announces new executive appointments in
Australian & New Zealand Operations

Q

BE Insurance announced a number of key
executive appointments to its Australian and
New Zealand Operations (ANZO).

Frank Costigan will join QBE ANZO as Executive
General Manager, Consumer & Retail Partnerships,
in November 2018. Frank has more than 30 years of
extensive financial services experience. Currently CEO
of Youi Insurance, he previously held executive roles at
Berkshire Hathaway Specialty Insurance and IAG.
Vivek Bhatia, CEO of ANZO, said “we’re very
excited, and fortunate, to have Frank joining our
leadership team, bringing deep experience in personal
lines, finance, operations and strategy. He also brings a
strong leadership brand, with fresh thinking and a lot
of energy that will translate well into the business and
our people. His appointment reflects the commitment
we have at QBE to strengthen our position in personal
lines in our home markets.”
Frank said “QBE is an iconic brand and I’m
inspired by the vision that Pat Regan, Group CEO, and
Vivek Bhatia, CEO ANZO, have for the company. It’s
great to be joining at such a pivotal time”.
This follows a number of recent appointments to
the ANZO leadership team:
Chris Killourhy has been formally appointed
as Chief Financial Officer, having held this role in an
interim capacity since Inder Singh’s move to Group
CFO in April this year.
Eleanor Debelle, previously interim Executive
General Manager, Consumer & Retail Partnerships, has
been appointed Chief HR Officer, ANZO.
Renée Roberts joined as Chief Operating Officer
in June, while Fiona Hayes-St Clair was appointed
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Chief Strategy Officer in July.
“Frank, Renee and Fiona are outstanding
additions to the talent we are fostering within the
organisation, and I’m confident that together we
have the capabilities and expertise across our ANZO
leadership team to deliver on our 2018 priorities and
beyond,” said Vivek.
Silver Chain announces new CEO

M

s Dale Fisher has been appointed CEO of Silver
Chain Group effective 3 December 2018. Chair
of the Silver Chain Group Board Anne Skipper
said the Board is extremely pleased to welcome Dale
to lead Silver Chain, one of Australia’s largest providers
of in-home health and aged care.
Ms Skipper said Dale comes to Silver Chain from
the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre where she has
been the Chief Executive since 2013.
As CEO Dale implemented Peter Mac’s ambitious
Strategic Directions 2015–2019, steered the Victorian
Comprehensive Cancer Centre (VCCC) redevelopment
project, oversaw the transition to Peter Mac’s new
home in Parkville, and built the service and research
capacity of the enterprise.
“She started her career as a Registered Nurse
and, while working as a nurse, completed a Bachelor
of Business at RMIT and later a Masters of Business at
Monash University.
“Dale has extensive experience in the health
sector and also holds a number of academic and nonexecutive director positions
“The high regard in which Dale is held is
evidenced by her induction into the Victorian Honour
Roll in 2011 and recognition as one of the Australian
Financial Review’s 100 Women of Influence in 2013.
“Last year Dale was also made a Distinguished
Fellow of Monash University in recognition of her
exceptional leadership and service to others,” Ms
Skipper said.
Dale’s appointment follows a comprehensive
selection process that attracted a very strong field of
candidates.
Ms Skipper said her passion for health, strong
values alignment and desire to transform the health
and aged care system were evident during the selection
process.
“Dale’s appointment comes at a pivotal point in
the Silver Chain Group’s proud 120-year history as we
continue to evolve as a leading, highly respected and
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innovative not-for-profit organisation.
“Silver Chain is well placed to achieve its strategic
vision delivering the world’s best health and aged care
in the community, so Australians can confidently live
their lives as they choose,” Ms Skipper said.
Ms Skipper said the Board would like to thank
Ms Lyn Jones for her contribution as acting CEO
during the recruitment period.
Telstra announces resignation of Robyn Denholm
as Chief Financial Officer

T

elstra has announced Robyn Denholm will be
stepping down as Chief Financial Officer.

Robyn has indicated her intention to
accept the role of Chairman with the Tesla Board
effective from 13 November 2018.
Telstra CEO Andy Penn said Robyn would
continue in her role with Telstra for her six-month
notice period with her final date of employment being
6 May 2019.
“We are sorry to see Robyn leave Telstra. We
know that it has become increasingly difficult to
balance her responsibilities as Telstra CFO with the
increased activity of the Tesla Board.” Mr Penn said.
To ensure that any new commitments as Tesla
Board Chair will not detract from her ability to focus
on her responsibilities as the Telstra CFO during this
six-month notice period, Tesla will be asking another
Board Director to support Robyn by taking on the
majority of her Chairman responsibilities. Robyn will
also be stepping down from her other Tesla Board
Committee responsibilities during this time.
Robyn joined Telstra in January 2017 as Chief
Operations Officer (COO) and has been in the role of
CFO since 1 October 2018.
In her role as COO Robyn assisted in the delivery
of Telstra’s commercial agreements with nbn co and
setting the strategic direction for the company’s
Networks for the Future and Digitisation programs.
“We are undertaking a search for a new Chief
Financial Officer and will provide an update on a
replacement appointment as soon as possible,” Mr
Penn said.
Wesfarmers’ demerger of Coles

W

esfarmers has announced the Supreme
Court of Western Australia has ordered a
meeting (Scheme Meeting) of Wesfarmers

shareholders be convened to vote on a scheme of
arrangement for the proposed demerger of Coles.
If
the
demerger
proceeds
Wesfarmers
shareholders will retain their Wesfarmers shares.
Eligible shareholders will be entitled to receive one
Coles share for every Wesfarmers share held at the
demerger record date.
Wesfarmers Chairman Michael Chaney said
Wesfarmers directors unanimously recommended
shareholders vote in favour of the proposed demerger
resolutions. Each Wesfarmers director intends to vote
their own shares in favour of the demerger.
An Independent Expert engaged by the
Wesfarmers Board, Grant Samuel & Associates, also
concluded the demerger was in the best interests of
Wesfarmers shareholders.
“Demerging Coles enhances Wesfarmers’
prospects of delivering satisfactory returns to
shareholders by shifting our investment weighting and
focus towards businesses with higher future earnings
growth prospects,” Mr Chaney said.
“Following a successful turnaround since it
was acquired by Wesfarmers in 2007, Coles is once
again a leading Australian retailer, well positioned to
grow as a defensive business with strong investment
characteristics.”
Wesfarmers Managing Director Rob Scott said
the demerger represented a significant repositioning
of the Group’s portfolio and would set up Wesfarmers
for success over the next decade.
“The demerger will reposition the Group’s
portfolio to target a higher capital weighting towards
businesses with strong future earnings growth
prospects,” Mr Scott said. “After the demerger,
Wesfarmers will have a portfolio of cash generative
businesses, with strong returns on capital, good
momentum and leading positions in their respective
markets.”
Wesfarmers plans to retain a minority ownership
interest of 15 per cent in Coles and a 50 per cent
interest in the flybuys joint venture with Coles.
The demerger is subject to regulatory, court
and shareholder approvals. Subject to the necessary
approvals, it is expected that the second court hearing
will take place on Monday, 19 November 2018, with
Coles shares to commence trading on the ASX on
a deferred settlement basis from Wednesday, 21
November 2018.
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T

he fastest company in South East Asia to reach
a valuation of $1bn, giving it prestigious ‘unicorn’
status, Revolution Precrafted is a global supplier
of prefabricated homes, pavilions, furniture, museums,
retail pop-ups, glamping accommodations and office
spaces, and the only branded prefab company in the
world.
The genius behind Revolution is Founder and
CEO Robbie Antonio, whose entrepreneurial stock has
skyrocketed alongside the valuation of his company.
At just 41 years of age, Mr Antonio is one of the most
successful real estate developers in the world. In both
2017 and 2018, he was the youngest person to be named
on Forbes’ ‘Philippines’ 50 Richest’ list, alongside his
father, Jose, chairman of the family’s flagship firm
Century Properties. In this exclusive interview with The
Australian Business Executive, Mr Antonio explains
the history behind the inception of the company,
the unique benefits of prefabricated design, and the
brand’s ever-expanding global footprint.
Democratising design

A

t the time of Revolution’s inception, Mr Antonio
was no stranger to the world of property
development. After school, he began his own
company in New York, Antonio Development, which
focused on developing super-luxury projects in the US.
“When I was in New York,” Mr Antonio says, “I
thought of creating something groundbreaking that
would challenge the status quo. I wanted something
different within the industry, and so I thought of
branded prefabricated structures.”
Having worked with brands such as Armani Casa,
Missoni, Versace Home, and The Trump Organization,
building branded condominiums in the Philippines, Mr
Antonio recognised the unique business opportunity
in branded residential developments.
“We were clear with our mission from the very
beginning – we wanted to democratise design, and we
wanted to address some of the major pain points most
customers have in buying homes.”
In early 2017, the company completed a Series
A funding round worth $15.4m, led by prolific Silicon
Valley start-up accelerator 500 Startups, putting the
company’s overall valuation at $256m.
In October of the same year, Revolution was
tipped over the $1 billion mark after a fresh round of
funding led by K2 VC, a Singaporean venture capital
firm and family strategic investment.
Mr Antonio’s ambition to build a unicorn
company had come to fruition in record time, a
milestone achieved by harnessing a powerful network
of cutting-edge technologies and cost-efficient

production systems to create precrafted properties at
reasonable prices.
Fast and cost-efficient service

T

he company’s USP is its ability to build homes
at staggering speed, sometimes as fast as 2-3
months, which allows projects to be completed
significantly faster and more efficiently than those
involving traditional homes.
“In terms of cost,” Mr Antonio explains, “we are
able to lower down costs since we use prefabricated
materials produced using advanced robotics. The
faster turnaround also helps brings down cost for the
buyers.”
A big part of the company’s appeal comes
from giving customers the opportunity to have
a prefabricated home delivered directly to their
doorstep. In today’s on-demand world, having an entire
home delivered quickly and easily is a very attractive
proposition.
“The first step is to identify the design you want.
We then work out the payment structure and get a
down payment. Once we reach a certain threshold of
payment, then we start the fabrication process.”
Once the project has reached this point, the
fabricated materials are shipped to the target location
and assembled with help from local contractors,
ensuring that the structure is compliant with local
codes and standards.
In order to deliver on its promise of high-design
and forward-thinking architecture, Revolution has
brought together over 80 of the world’s preeminent
architects, artists and designers, all working in harmony
to deliver the company’s unique vision.
“After launching in December 2015,” Mr Antonio
says, “we made a conscious effort to reach out to some
of the biggest names in the world of architecture to
show the people that it is possible to create branded
homes with our value proposition.”
Bringing together such an impressive mix of
professionals was not an easy task, and could only
be achieved through determination and hard work.
Mr Antonio’s previous experience gave the company
the edge in securing the services of the best in the
business.
“There were a lot of questions, but when we
explained our mission, there was a lot of approval and
support. After having the approval of some big names,
there was even more support from the business,
design, and architecture communities.”
Launched in December 2017, Revolution
Precrafted’s first project was the ambitious $1.1
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billion Batulao Artscapes in the Philippines, a space
positioned as ‘The World’s First Livable Art Park’, and
mirroring Mr Antonio’s passion for fashion, design, art
and architecture.
The park features museums and homes designed
by some of the world’s most creative and influential
architects, and designers such as Pritzker Prize
winners Jean Nouvel, Christian de Portzamparc, Tange
Associates and Philip Johnson Alan Ritchie Architects.
In March of this year, the company launched a
follow up project located in the Philippines’ Pampanga
province, Revolution Flavorscapes, the world’s first and
only livable food park. The company is expected to
supply 15,000 homes for the park.
The park features a Museum of Candy, a Museum
of Ice Cream, a chocolate gallery, and a microbrewery
with beer garden. The company will also soon be
unveiling work in Rizal project, which promises to offer
another unique proposition to customers.
Global footprint

“W

e have always considered our company
to be a global brand,” Mr Antonio
explains, “with roots in the Philippines.
Our operations, process and mindset are global, and
the skills and the talent of our team are world-class.”
In business for under three years, Revolution’s
global footprint is already highly impressive. The
company is present in 27 countries in Asia, Africa, the
Middle East, Europe, South America, North and Central
America, and the Caribbean.
“We now have over $8.7 billion in total project
revenues with our partners in the next 3-4 years. This
translates to about 36,000 units we have to deliver in
the next few years. We are, however, in the middle of
an aggressive business roadshow to expand our client
portfolio.”
This worldwide roadshow is intended to grow
the business’ global presence significantly, the aim
being to be present in 35 countries by the end of 2018,
and reaching 85 to 100 by the end of the decade. Some
progress has already been made in this area.
A recent company statement announced that
Revolution had signed a non-exclusive dealership
agreement with African Tsaleach Private Ltd.,
a Zimbabwe-based investment firm, to begin
manufacturing
prefabricated
medical
pop-up
structures on the continent.
This move into Africa secured the company’s
25th global market, putting it well on the way to its
yearly growth target. Equally important is identifying
further markets inside the continents within which it
already works.
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In response to improved economic conditions
in the Middle East, the company is seeking to further
expand its portfolio to countries such as Lebanon,
Turkey, Oman and Saudi Arabia, with the intention of
creating at least 10,000 units in the next 4-5 years.
The brand’s global appeal is particularly strong,
but the company’s achievements in South East Asia
greatly surpass those of others in the region, and
there is clearly an element of pride in representing the
Philippines so positively.
“You can’t help but feel glad to represent your
country in a highly competitive industry,” Mr Antonio
goes on to explain. “We just hope to sustain our growth
to make the country proud.”
The Revolution model is likely to have an
impact on affordable housing throughout the world.
In particular, there are opportunities in Australia and
New Zealand, where there is already high-exposure to
prefabricated homes.
“We are confident that Australia and New Zealand
would be welcome to our business model given the
speed, efficiency and technology we are offering. Also,
there is a big opportunity in the branded prefab niche,
and we want to explore that opportunity.”
The company’s move into this market has
already begun, with Revolution recently announcing
a deal for a new project, the Alibaba Lifestyle Village
Resort, to be completed in the town of River Heads in
Queensland, 18km south of the city of Hervey Bay.
A recent media release detailed a preliminary
agreement with Lifestyle Village Trust No 2 for the
supply of residential prefab building components in
this upscale lifestyle village, making Australia the 26th
international market the company has entered.
The complex will be the first of its kind in
Australia, and will cater to both short-stay and longterm residents. Revolution will be required to codesign and supply 53 single ‘dual-key’ residences,
ranging from 2 to 4 bedrooms.
Revolution’s rise looks set to continue for
some time to come. Recent reports suggest that the
company will consider raising a further $100m in a
Series C funding round in 2019, something Mr Antonio
has claimed is all part of the long-term game-plan.
Whatever the future has in store, Robbie
Antonio and Revolution Precrafted have already
made a big splash in the PropTech world. This unicorn
looks set to keep on riding, and who knows how far it
will go to revolutionise the real estate industry. Find
out more about Revolution Precrafted by visiting
www.revolutionprecrafted.com.
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QBANK
a different kind of banking

M

ember-owned bank, QBANK, has financially
assisted the police, fire, emergency services
and other public services in Queensland for
over fifty years, recently rebranding from a Credit
Union to a bank to ensure it remains relevant long into
the future.
Mike Currie is CEO of QBANK, having previously
filled the role of Chief Operating Officer. His 35-year
career in the financial services sector has included
national Executive Management roles with CBA, Lloyds
International and Heritage Bank. Mr Currie spoke
recently with The Australian Business Executive about
QBANK’s successful recent rebranding, the issues
facing the banking industry today, and the exciting
opportunities for the bank to grow its relationship with
its special member base.

The bank still specialises in serving the state’s
first responder community, and is still member-owned,
staying true to its original mission of looking after
the well-being of police, fire, emergency services,
nursing, ambulance and public sector employees in
Queensland.
Previously known as QPCU, in 2016 the
organisation decided to rebrand, moving from its
traditional branding as a Credit Union to market itself
as a bank. Mr Currie explains that this was a strategic
move to help the organisation move forward.

A long and proud history

“It was really about remaining strong and
relevant into the future. We felt it was necessary to
have a brand that would continue to resonate with and
attract younger customers, and we felt that changing
[to a bank] would help with that.”

BANK started out in 1964,” Mr Currie says.
“It was started by Queensland Police as
a credit union for their own employees. It
grew from that start to become the member-owned
bank for Queensland government employees.”

The most important element of this rebranding
was making sure both existing and potential customers
understood that there would be no change in the
company’s mission to deliver exceptional financial
service to first responders.

“Q
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“We compete in the retail banking space in
Queensland, which is occupied by all the major banks,
two of the largest regionals in Suncorp and BOQ, two
of the largest customer-owned banks in Australia
and a plethora of others. There’s no shortage of
competition.”
As with all banks, value will always be a major
decision point for customers, and QBANK always
looks to ensure it offers the best value to customers.
Mr Currie also believes, however, that choosing the
right bank is about more than just price.
“Our mission [is] to provide exceptional service
and deliver financial wellbeing to our very special
customer segment. These are women and men
who serve the community, and we work tirelessly to
support them by understanding their needs.”
QBANK makes it a priority to support the
community in the areas that matter most to its
members, whether that be through sponsorship or
other means, and the delivery of financial education
directly into the workplace.
“We have a heavy investment program over the
next three years in people, process and technology.
QBANK has an integral part in the first responder and
government employee community, and we’ll continue
to do everything we can to be their bank of choice.”

hold the economy in good stead going forward.
“All the indicators would point to the cash rate
staying where it is. We have seen banks move home
loan rates independent of that cash rate because
of wholesale funding cost factors, but there are
indications that pressure is starting to ease a little bit.”
100% committed to first responders
“I was appointed CEO in March 2017,” Mr Currie
says. “I came into the organisation in January 2016 as
the COO, and that was really about helping to pilot the
rebrand and the transition into a bank.”
Prior to joining QBANK, Mr Currie held executive
roles in other banks, amassing significant experience in
the transformation and rebranding of Heritage Bank.
As CEO, he is focused on the strategy of continuing to
serve the bank’s member base.
“Making the customer the centre of everything
you do remains key to succeeding in business.
Consumers have an enormous amount of choice, and
you have to make your offering compelling enough to
make them choose you.”

Challenging industry conditions

Mr Currie recognises that, just as important as
the organisation remaining relevant is for individuals
to continually work on their own skills and expertise to
ensure that they are able to act on career and business
opportunities as they arise.

The banking industry is in the middle of a
turbulent period, with the banking Royal Commission
taking centre stage and bringing to light a level of
declining standards that are undoubtedly having an
effect on consumer confidence.

The banking industry is at a unique stage where
there is a whole lot of regulatory intervention and
pressure at the same time as accelerated technological
advancements, a position Mr Currie believes represents
both a challenge and an opportunity for banks.

“[The Royal Commission has] also highlighted
the need for banks to work harder to regain the trust of
the consumers. One of the unintended consequences
has been a tightening of credit standards in some of
the larger banks.”

“We see an opportunity to capitalise on the trust
that we have with our membership base, to be able to
really grow that relationship and grow our penetration
into that customer base. While it’s a challenging
time, it’s an exciting time for financial institutions like
QBANK.”

This has resulted in some cases to reduced
consumer borrowing power, meaning a contraction
in the credit market and decline in house prices,
something QBANK is constantly keeping an eye on.
“We’re in an ongoing low interest rate
environment. The RBA cash rate has been at historic
lows for a couple of years, and that environment’s likely
to be with us for a while. We’re all having to become
more efficient with the way we deliver our services.”
The record period of sustained economic growth
in Australia over the last few years is set to continue,
with financial regulators active in working to prevent
consumers overstretching, which should be enough to
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During this challenging time, and as it has over
every year of the fifty-five that it has been operating,
QBANK continues to focus on the mission it developed
at the beginning to service a very special part of the
Queensland community.
“We remain 100% committed to our traditional
first responder customer base. We are investing heavily
to make sure we keep up with all the technological
developments so that we can offer [them] the best
available financial products and services.”
Find out more about QBANK by visiting
www.qbank.com.au.
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Newcastle Jets
time to start thinking big

A

fter a fairy-tale 2017/18 season that saw the team
finish 2nd in the table and achieve qualification
for the 2018/19 AFC Champions League, the
A-League’s Newcastle Jets are on a high, ready to shed
the label of regional team and start thinking like a big
club.
Jets CEO Lawrie McKinna has been involved in
Australian football for over 30 years, as player, coach
and administrator. He was the inaugural coach of the
Central Coast Mariners in 2005, where he instilled a real
sense of community at the club, and led the team to
the A-League Premiership in the 2007/08 season. Mr
McKinna’s popular local identity helped him establish
a career in politics, where he served four terms as
Mayor of Gosford City. Back in the A-League with the
Newcastle Jets, Mr McKinna talks to The Australian
Business Executive about his plans for improving
the club long-term, the financial struggles faced by
the A-League’s less prestigious clubs, and the team’s
determination to start thinking big.
A fresh start

A

fter a decade of varying success in the A-League,
the start of the 2017/18 season was something
of a fresh start for the Jets. Before the season
began, Mr McKinna publicly outlined a number of
changes he planned to make to the team.
But the big change at the club had already
happened. In June 2016, the club was bought by Martin
Lee, who immediately appointed Mr McKinna as CEO.
The planning for what would prove to be a season of
resurgence began in earnest a year earlier.
“When we came in,” Mr McKinna explains, “the

squad we had, we knew it wasn’t good enough. But
95% of the players were contracted, so we were
basically stuck with them for another year.”
The changes started with the removal of the
coach, Scott Miller, who was replaced by local coach
Mark Jones. Jones lasted for most of the 2016/17
season, but was removed from his position after the
club ended with a second wooden spoon in three
seasons.
“A lot of the process had already started [that
season]. The next season we bought in an experienced
coach, Ernie Merrick – Australia’s most experienced
coach – and he walked in the dressing room and got
that immediate respect that we needed.”
With the club now moving into its third season
since the ownership change, it is important to push on
and keep up momentum. Preparations have started
well, with the re-signing of many of its current players
showing intent to remain consistent.
“Too many times in the past, Newcastle Jets, and
many other teams, after a successful year, have not
renewed contracts and they lose most of their players,
but we’re managing our player recruitment very well.”
Big club mentality

I

n order to achieve sustained success, Mr McKinna
knows that the club must shed its historical identity
as a regional club and begin thinking like a big team.
Setting high professional standards means nothing if
they aren’t being consistently met.
“We got there [last season],” he says, “which
was hard, but we need to maintain that now, because
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the fans want it, the owners want it, we want it as
individuals. We’ve got goals ourselves that we want to
achieve for our own personal satisfaction.”
With a distinct lack of depth in terms of playing
staff in the A-League compared to leagues around the
world, clubs qualifying for the Champions League –
particularly smaller teams like the Jets – often struggle
to cope with the extra playing demands.
“It’s a horrendous schedule,” Mr McKinna says,
“and at that time of year a lot of teams do drop off,
because they’re trying to juggle a 23-man squad.
You are allowed to sign extra players for the CL, but
obviously you need more budget to sign more players.”
To counter this, the club has extended the salary
cap to try and acquire enough players to cope with
demands. But even with more players, the risk of injuries
is always there, which can easily disrupt a squad.
“We’ve actually expanded our medical [team].
We’ve now got two full-time physios, so we’re starting
to look at that – preparation, recovery. It’s very, very
important. The sports science side of things comes in
there to help us manage players and the loads and the
travel.”

In addition to on-field performances, the club is
emerging from almost a decade of poor ownership and
bad decision making, which has had a negative impact
on its relationship with the community. Things are
starting to look up, with membership and attendance
rising.
“We’re about fifth or sixth in the table for
members. Last year we averaged 11-12k people, which
would be in the top half as well. We do very well, I think,
in crowds, and I think we can get better.”
Well-known for his community-minded approach
when he was head coach of the Central Coast Mariners,
Mr McKinna sees great value in imbuing the same sense
of regional pride in his current crop of players.
“You have to go back to basics, back to working
with the community, get back to being respectful to
everybody you speak to, and get the players out there
in the community. Over the last two years [everybody
at the club] has done an outstanding job.”
The future of football in Australia

D

espite its global appeal, football in Australia
is still living in the shadow of other codes and
sports. Mr McKinna admits the A-League’s
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relative youth makes it much more difficult to compete
with long-standing Aussie brands such as the NRL and
AFL.
“Participation-wise, we’ve got more numbers
than all the codes,” Mr McKinna says. “We need to
engage more kids, that’s the clubs’ jobs to infiltrate
grassroots football. We play during the summer, so
we’re up against cricket. We struggle for airtime.”
Even though the A-League pulls in the 14th
highest football crowds in the world, it will always
struggle to compete with the huge numbers of
Australians who pay to watch the AFL and NRL every
week.
“We’re a long way behind the AFL and rugby
league. But, you look at the J-League, the American
MLS – when these guys started, they had that steady
growth and then they dropped off, and then they came
again.”
There was a sense of excitement a few years ago
when the FFA announced new rights for free-to-air
TV, with A-League clubs hoping to see an increase in
revenue. With the arrival of cricket’s Big Bash League
however, the prime viewing spots didn’t materialize.

“The TV deal was locked-in for six years, and the
clubs weren’t happy with it. Because most of the clubs
lose money in the A-League, they were looking to
bridge that gap between breaking even. They weren’t
happy with what the FFA did with the rights.”
Mr McKinna admits that in order to get the best
TV spots, the league needs to do more to attract
fans. The way the Big Bash is run makes it more of a
spectacle, and football must do everything it can to
offer fans an exciting alternative without losing the
spirit of the game.
It’s clear the financial element of the sport needs
improvement. Apart from Melbourne Victory, all the
clubs are consistently in the red. A large part of the
revenue clubs can control still comes from getting
sponsors on board, which is always tough for regional
teams.
“It’s still not easy to get [big sponsors],” Mr
McKinna says. “We’ve increased the sponsorship again
this year from last year, and we’ve still got a long, long
way to go to even get near what the big city clubs are
getting, but we’re going in the right direction.”
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To address the ongoing issue of how revenue
can be increased, clubs have set up an organisation,
the Australian Professional Football Clubs Association
(APFCA). Much of the call for more money revolves
around the league becoming self-sufficient.
“They’ve been lobbying the FFA that they want
change. They want an independent league – they want
the A-League to break away from the FFA. It doesn’t
mean to run independently – it’ll be like the English FA
and the English Premier League.”
The APFCA hopes to see this change happen
in the next couple of years, and believes it will help
A-League clubs start generating more revenue. At the
moment clubs run on a grant from the FFA, which
most feel should be bigger.
The recent dispute between clubs and the
league’s governing body, the FFA, is beginning to
reach breaking point. Recently FIFA came in to try and
have some influence at the negotiating table, but there
is currently no resolution in sight.
“The next two months is a really important time
for football in Australia,” Mr McKinna says. “Hopefully
it’s the best outcome for football, and the professional
game, and for the women’s game and grassroots
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football, that everybody’s represented at the table.”
There is a chance, if the A-League breaks away
from the FFA, that the league’s salary cap will be
removed, creating the potential for financial inequality
to infiltrate the league as it has done in so many other
leagues across the world.
“The bigger clubs will spend more money, and
the smaller clubs will spend what they’re spending
[now], or what they can afford. On paper, you would
say the gap’s going to get bigger. It just means the
smaller clubs have to recruit and manage player
development.”
Whatever the hurdles the club may face in the
future, Mr McKinna is determined that the Jets start
cultivating a big club mentality and begin to enjoy
a period of resurgence that has promised to bring
sustained success back to Newcastle.
“We want to be the best professional sporting
club in Australia,” he says, “on and off the field. It
doesn’t mean we have to win every week. It means we
have to be competitive, and we have to be respectful,
and while I’m at the club, I’ll make sure we do that.”
Find out more the Newcastle Jets by visiting
www.newcastlejets.com.au.
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Revolution Precrafted

BEAT Architects
regional architecture specialists

B

ased in the town of Rockhampton, architectural
firm BEAT Architects has earned a reputation for
bringing the kind of architectural innovation and
creativity usually associated with big-city architects to
regional Queensland.
A specialist in residential, education, commercial,
heritage, and medical projects, BEAT is a proudly
regional firm employing experienced designers and
architects to deliver high-quality for a reasonable
fee. Managing Director Carl Brown spoke with The
Australian Business Executive recently about the
realities of being a regional architect, the benefit of
having experience in a number of specialist segments,
and the firm’s need to develop a new model in order to
stay competitive and relevant in a changing industry.
Consistency and quality

I

n 1991, fresh from his architectural studies at Brisbane
QUT, Mr Brown escaped the pressures of big city
living by moving to Central Queensland, settling
down in the more relaxed regional environment of
Rockhampton. It was here he first established the
company, which began as Carl Brown Architects.

No matter where Mr Brown was based, there
was little doubt architecture would be a big part of his
life. His father was a quantity surveyor, his grandfather
an architect. Add to the mix his own passion for fine
art and photography, and it was always likely a career
in architecture would blossom.
In the early days, the company ran with a
staff of just three. Driven by the desire for creative
and innovative design, the company expanded
gradually over the years to match Mr Brown’s growing
architectural ambition.
In 2010, the company purchased another local
architectural practice, Tropical Architects, which was
merged to form BEAT Architects. With this acquisition,
the company grew to become a 20-person practice,
greatly increasing capacity and providing a new level
of consistency and quality to its service offering.
“One of the services we’re pleased to be able to
offer is consistency” Mr Brown says. “Most of our staff
have been here 10 to 20 years, so returning clients will
see a familiar face and a known service level, and that
ensures a comfortable reassurance.”
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BEAT Architects

For some time, BEAT was the region’s largest
architectural practice outside of Brisbane in terms
of staffing. Since the GFC and economic changes in
regional Queensland, BEAT has consolidated its office
size to become more of a medium-sized practice.
Specialist experience

“W

here we differ from big city practices is
we offer a broad range of experience in a
number of areas. Specialist firms, which
just do hospitals or education projects, wouldn’t survive
here, because there’s not enough work regionally for
just a specialist firm.”
This means regional practices still need the
experience to complete a range of specialist jobs, big
and small. One of BEAT’s key strengths is having skilled
know-how in a number of different industry segments,
adding a level of flexibility that along with its innovative
design makes a BEAT project all the more attractive.
“We have a small team that focuses on education
projects,” Mr Brown explains, “and another team that
does mainly medical projects, and another specialising

in heritage and commercial work.”
With all of BEAT’s architects having worked
in big city practices in the past, in cities like Dublin,
Brisbane and Sydney, the firm has amassed plenty of
specialist experience, allowing it to offer innovative
design in a variety of sectors.
The primary growth corridor for regional
architectural firms currently appears to be education,
although the medical sector has also been growing
significantly, with the work of regional firms becoming
increasingly important on smaller medical projects.
These specialist sectors are a core part of
BEAT’s business, although Mr Brown admits that
certain sectors, such as local government, still have a
tendency to look towards bigger city firms for larger
projects, rather than the local economy.
“There’s a misconception that the best services
come from big cities,” he says. “It’s something
we’ve identified and which needs to be addressed.
By producing quality architecture incorporating
innovative design, we are continually working to turn
this misconception around.”
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BEAT Architects

Quality design

A

good architect offers quality design built on
experience and creative talent. BEAT is made
up of design specialists, and its staff work
passionately to develop the skills needed to offer the
best possible service.
“We also offer our clients methods for saving
money,” he says, “and make spaces more efficient,
to reduce the footprint but not lose any of the
functionality. Architects are known as very good lateral
thinkers. How can we approach a solution differently,
or more effectively?”
As well as saving space, a good architect ensures
the design is easy to use and a joy to be in. Good
architecture should be fun as well as functional. “We
love hearing our clients’ feedback on the difference
good design has made in their daily lives. A house can
be more like resort living for very little difference in the
build cost, simply with creative design.”
For BEAT, being the best architectural firm it
can be means employing senior, diversely experienced,
qualified architects and designers, making it better
equipped to take on a variety of projects at a high level.
“A lot of the big city firms rely on less
experienced students or overseas staffing to keep
costs low. However, this means less experienced staff
are providing the design documentation.”
At BEAT the focus is on architectural credentials,
making sure clients know they are benefiting from the
work of top-of-the-line professionals for a fee similar
to those charged by larger firms, giving the company
an edge over its big city competitors.
“We also have a very broad range of experience,
which actually adds to any client’s project, whether
it’s related to that particular field or not. Bringing
experience of a wide range of projects will benefit the
client.”
BEAT prides itself on knowing the Central
Queensland region incredibly well, having a good
understanding of the climate and people, which often
proves invaluable. “Importantly, we know the planners,
the council and the political state of the town. This
helps in achieving planning and building approvals
quickly and with less problems.”
Over the years the company has applied its
passion for innovation and creativity to a number
of high-profile projects in the area, including the
impressive Rainbow Valley Childcare Centre in
Gladstone, for which it won a state award.
“We were asked to do an extension to their
existing facility, for after school care. Our client desired
a space that was engaging, artistic and creative – they
wanted something that the kids and the students were
excited to be in.”

Another significant project was the stunning
redesign of the Yeppoon Town Hall, commissioned by
the then Rockhampton Regional Council. The existing
building was partly demolished, with the redesign
aimed at achieving the feel of a facility found in a
capital city.
By thinking big, BEAT was able to bring this
historic building into the 21st century. “The old hall was
from the 60s, very tired. We designed a new state-ofthe-art facility with a 300 seat auditorium, function
rooms and offices, creating a building of remarkable
appearance and functionality.”
A new future model

I

n the current economic climate, it is essential for
companies to look ahead at what might be coming
next. Mr Brown admits to often asking - where is the
regional architectural profession and practice going in
the future?
“One of my concerns in the industry,” he says, “is
we’ve noticed a growing trend, particularly with a lot
of larger firms, to outsource architectural services and
have drafting completed overseas.”
With firms sourcing a low cost workforce
outside of Australia, it is becoming difficult for smaller
regional firms to compete. It may be that the solution
is to offer a more personalised, quality service, to cut
office size, and to outsource work to experienced local
contractors.
This would mean that work is kept in Australia.
BEAT recognises that in order to stay relevant there
must be more focus on working from home or in
smaller cooperative groups, without the need for a
large office.
“My concern is that in the near future, mediumsized practices like ours won’t exist. They’ll either be
the work-from-home architect, or they’ll be the very
large firms in the city. We know a number of midsized,
regional firms that are moving towards this model.”
Mr Brown believes this issue has already created
difficulty in operating a midsized practice, and that
the trend of sourcing labour from overseas is going
to continue. Firms need to adapt their work model to
keep work in Australia and to stay competitive.
“In Australia, it appears that the public believe
the best architectural services are those that cost the
least,” Mr Brown concludes. “We are trying to encourage
the community to look for quality services. Our focus
is to provide a high-quality of service for a reasonable
fee, and see Australians benefit. This is something I feel
quite passionate about. Find out more about BEAT
Architects by visiting www.beatarchitects.com.au.”
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Activ Foundation
believing in people

W

estern Australia’s Activ Foundation has been
supporting people living with intellectual and
developmental disability for over 67 years,
helping them enjoy full participation in communities
and empowering them to pursue the life they choose.
CEO and Managing Director Danielle Newport
joined Activ in 2011, serving in a variety of executive
roles before becoming CEO. Currently serving on
the national board of the National Disability Service,
Ms Newport is passionate about supporting people
living with disability and committed to improving
the lives of Activ’s customers. Ms Newport spoke
to The Australian Business Executive about the
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organisation’s courageous beginnings, how businesses
and communities can help support people living
with disability, and the benefits and potential of the
government’s new National Disability Insurance
Scheme.
Creating a better world

“A

ctiv was founded in the early 1950s, here
in Western Australia,” Ms Newport says,
“by families who had children living with
intellectual disability. They were quite exceptional
people, who didn’t accept the status quo in the 1950s,
and had the courage and vision to create a better
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Activ Foundation

world.”
This fundamental belief in people continues to
drive the company today, as it endeavours to support
people living with disability to fully participate in their
communities and pursue the life that they choose.
“We have about 100 locations across WA, and
we support approximately 2,000 people living with
disability. We also support their families. So that’s a
significant number of people, where we play a vital
role in their lives.”
More than half of Activ’s customers are employed
through the company’s Australian Disability Enterprise
(ADE), which provides products and services to
commercial clients throughout Western Australia.
ADEs are organisations funded by the
Department of Social Services and the NDIS, which
offer a wide range of employment opportunities to
approximately 20,000 people with moderate to severe
disability across Australia.
“We have 1,000 employees living with disability,
and employment for people with disability is statistically
significantly lower than for those without disability:
53% compared to 83%. I would like to encourage all

businesses to think about how they can make their
organisations better by including and supporting
people living with disability.”
The understanding that diversity strengthens
an organisation, driving better performance, is finally
becoming widespread in the business world. Ms
Newport is keen for every business in Australia to help
improve inclusion for people living with disability.
There has been a significant shift in attitude
towards disability since the foundation was first
formed, with the focus in recent decades being on
the responsibility of communities in their treatment of
people living with disability.
“When we were founded, nearly 70 years ago,
people probably thought about people living with
disability in terms of how they could fit into our
communities. What’s different now is that we think
about how our communities can accommodate people
living with a disability. We think about our communities
being accessible and inclusive.”
The sheer size and scope of Western Australia
creates unique issues for organisations such as Activ,
issues that don’t affect other states and territories
across Australia and that the organisation works hard
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Activ Foundation

to combat.
“Being a resources-based economy,” Ms Newport
says, “we have some real challenges with the cost of
doing business in Western Australia, which isn’t always
reflected in universal pricing across Australia.”

“In 2016, we celebrated 65 years of our
organisation, and in that same year we celebrated our
first female CEO, which is a milestone in an organisation
that wants to be inclusive and accessible to everybody.
I think it was an important step.”

Another significant issue is the number of
remote communities in the state, many of which
have struggled to receive any support, not just for
those living with disability, but for all disadvantaged
members of the community.

A year earlier, the organisation celebrated forty
years of hosting Western Australia’s hugely popular
Chevron City to Surf for Activ, the state’s oldest and
most loved community fun run. The event takes place
every year in five locations across WA, finishing with
the famous hero event in Perth.

“We also suffer with remoteness from Canberra.
We’re a long way away from our decision makers. That
adds to our cost of business, but it also makes it more
difficult to build those really effective partnerships and
relationships with government.”

But perhaps the most important development in
recent times has been the introduction of the National
Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS), a government
scheme designed to increase choice and control for
people living with disability across Australia.

Leveraging choice for people
living with disability

S

ince joining the organisation in 2011, Ms Newport
has seen a number of exciting projects that
have made a real difference to the running of
the organisation, not least her own appointment as
Managing Director and CEO.

“In this year, we’ve had our first customers
transitioning into the formal federal NDIS system,
which is an enormous milestone for us. The NDIS is
such a fundamental shift in the way we work, it’s really
important that we celebrate entering that scheme.”
Although the idea of giving more choice and
control to those living with disability may seem
natural to many people, historical systems were rigid

Proud to support Activ
and the great work they
do in our communities.

In the air, on the ground, by your side
Visit dnata.com for further information.
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Activ Foundation

and provider-focused, whereas now the focus is on
participants and their goals.
“Organisations have been block-funded by
government [in the past], restricting the portability
of funding, therefore decreasing choice and control.
Under the NDIS, people living with disability and their
families have greater choice over how, when and from
whom they receive a service that fits their individual
needs.”
Many people who will be supported by the NDIS
require a level of personal, intimate support through
their funding, making it vitally important that the right
people are chosen to provide these supports.
“What it means for us as an organisation is we
go from two or three government customers to 2,000
individual customers. That’s an opportunity for us to
review how we listen to our customers, how we make
sure that they have choice in how we support them,
and really establish a relationship of equals with our
customers.”
The scheme is designed to help people living
with disability ensure they are receiving support from
the right organisation for them. The NDIS will certainly
present challenges, for organisations and customers,
but once it becomes more settled, there are huge
benefits on offer for both parties.
“In the future, as people living with disability
get used to having choices, we’ll be able to co-design
programs with them, to involve the community more,
and I’m sure there are opportunities for technology to
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really leverage choice for people living with disability.”
In the long term, people living with disability
will have access to informal supports within their
communities,
ensuring
disability
becomes
a
community-wide issue, not one that is limited to those
living with disability and their families.
Ms Newport likens the issue to another that is
close to heart, gender inequality. “Nobody expects
gender inequality to be fixed by women,” she says.
“They understand that men need to be part of the
solution.”
“I think the community needs to realise that the
NDIS alone isn’t going to fix the problem. The problem
is one that we all have to come together and fix, and
that’s about our expectations and aspirations for
people living with disability, but also our expectations
and aspirations for our organisations and how
accessible they are.”
At a fundamental level this must include a
collective realisation that the best possible outcome
for people living with disability is one that both benefits
and is supported by society as a whole.
“18% of Australians live with disability,” Ms
Newport concludes. “This is everyone’s issue. It’s not
a minority issue; this is a mainstream population issue.
If everybody got involved and worked towards better
outcomes, I think we could achieve amazing things.”
Find out more about Activ Foundation by
visiting www.activ.asn.au.
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Advocare
looking after Australia’s seniors

A

n independent not-for-profit organisation
based in Western Australia, Advocare provides
a range of services designed to assist seniors
and their families and carers, and works across the
state to raise public awareness and understanding of
older people’s rights.
Diedre Timms is the organisation’s CEO, and
has over 20 years’ executive level management and
community development experience in the notfor-profit sector. She has managed programs and
organisations in the areas of disability, women’s health,
aboriginal health, aged care and community care, and
international emergency response. Ms Timms spoke
with The Australian Business Executive about the
services offered by Advocare, the work undertaken
to raise the organisation’s profile, and the need for
the government to allocate adequate funding and
resources to the aged care sector.
Protecting the rights of older people

“W

e’ve been around since 1996,” Ms Timms
says, “and our mission is about protecting
and promoting the rights of older people,
and we provide a service across Western Australia. We
are often answering questions about how seniors can
access aged and community care.”
The company provides advocacy, information
and education for older people, their families, carers
and the general community. The main purpose of

advocacy is to provide support for older people to
make their own choices, directed by the individual.
Developed in 1996 as a project within the division
of Kinway of Anglicare Western Australia, Advocare
grew from a need to support clients in residential aged
care and community care.
“There was some funding around to support
older people, and sometimes these projects started
in larger organisations which had the resources to
establish a program. Funding was available through
what was then called the Home & Community Care
Program [HACC].”
The HACC program has since transitioned into
the Commonwealth Home Support Program (CHSP),
an organisation from which Advocare still receives
funding, and which is designed to help older people
stay at home.
“We also provide systemic advocacy, so we are
regularly reporting issues up to government on behalf
of older people, and we’re now part of a very exciting
national collaboration called OPAN, or the Older
Persons Advocacy Network.”
OPAN is made up of nine members, delivering
services in all states and territories across Australia.
Working collaboratively with colleagues across the
country hugely benefits the development of Advocare’s
services, enhancing the quality of advocacy for older
people.
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Education as well as support

“O

ur work is across WA, and in our last annual
report for the recently finished financial
year we had just under 8,000 calls to our
organisation, and about 10% actually relate to elder
abuse. We also staff the WA elder abuse helpline.”
A large part of the organisation’s responsibility
is to provide education to people through community
outreach, residential facilities and community events,
where it provides education sessions on rights, how to
access services, and preventing elder abuse.
“We provide extensive phone support,” Ms Timms
adds, “and we travel to the regions as often as our
funding permits, but we can’t visit every region every
year. We try and build relationships with communities
so they are confident to call us and know we’re here
to help.”
Ms Timms admits that there still isn’t a huge
awareness of Advocare as a brand or the services it
offers. It is still a significant part of the organisation’s
mission to inform people of the service.
“I take every opportunity to talk about Advocare

and the work we do. I’ve got six advocates and a staff
of thirteen. We probably have about 28,000 visitors
to our website [per year] where we also provide
information. We try and reach as many people as
possible.”
Education sessions are about building a wordof-mouth network, with the hope being that those
who learn about the service for the first time will pass
on that learning to others. When people do contact
the organisation, it is for a variety of reasons.
“A family member will ring up and say [someone]
really needs some support at home but we don’t know
where to start. The age care system is quite complex,
and it’s not something that people invest a lot of energy
into finding out about, until they actually need it.”
Many people who make contact have reached
crisis point, often making the whole experience more
difficult and stressful. Advocare provides information
about where to go and what support is available.
“That might be enough for some people. They’ll
go away, they’ll know how to go about getting some
support, but for some people they will ring us with
some quite complicated situations, where they’re not

Expert advice delivered with passion and a strong focus in the community sector

Aged Care Facilities
Educational Organisations
Community Groups & Disability Services

Gold Sponsor of

Faith Organisations

(08) 6253 6253
bresland@bresland.com.au | www.bresland.com.au
Bresland Insurance Group Py Ltd t/as Bresland Insurance Group is a Corporate Authorised Representative No. 1246722 of Insurance Advisernet
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actually getting the care that they need.”
Advocare is equipped to help people with
more complex issues, working with them so that
they are aware of their rights and exactly what kind
of service they should be expecting in their particular
circumstances.
Working for social justice

M

s Timms is relatively new to her role as CEO,
having come on board in 2017, but her passion
for social justice means she is grateful to have
the chance to make a difference to people’s lives.
“I’ve spent most of my working life supporting
vulnerable people, and I see older people as some of
the most vulnerable in our community. Older people
really deserve a life of dignity. They’ve actually built the
nation we now all enjoy.”
The organisation’s strategy going forward is all
about engagement, about making as many people
as it can aware of its services and the rights of older
people. The more older people it can reach, the more
it will be able to support.
“Since I’ve been here, we’ve changed our
education sessions. We don’t simply provide
information, we actually work to really engage people
and it’s those rich conversations that allow our
advocates to really understand the issues facing older
people.”
The increased visibility of elder abuse in recent
years is the most serious issue Advocare deals with.
For Ms Timms, it is impossible to understand exactly
why such terrible treatment of elders continues to take
place.
“We’ve got these pockets of shocking abuse.
The federal government has just announced a Royal
Commission enquiring into aged care. My hope is
that the commission will make recommendations to
government on how to achieve a quality service for
older people.”

our service all the time. I think we’ll all be judged on
how we treat older people, and to quote others: ‘the
standard we walk past is the standard we accept.’”
The fact that there is a large cohort in the
country that requires care should not be news, people
have known about this emerging issue for a long time.
What needs to happen is government action to get
adequate resources in place to support those in need.
“Those who can afford to pay for care will have
to do so, so that those who don’t have the resources
can actually get the care they need and really deserve.
I don’t think it’s acceptable to have a waiting list of
105,000 people waiting for packages of care.”
The recent introduction of the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS) has been a game-changer
in the not-for-profit sector, and Ms Timms believes
the work it does in assisting people with disabilities is
commendable.
“It’s about a guarantee of support for those with
a disability moving forward, so that means that if you
have a disability and you get support under the NDIS,
that is support for life, and that’s so important for
people with a disability.”
The scheme has already faced challenges,
however. The setup means that the government has
control on setting service prices, and with prices being
set so low it can be very difficult to deliver a quality
service.
“I think it’s going to take some time to get this
right, and I sincerely hope there aren’t too many people
who miss out or suffer along the way. For Advocare,
it will mean that we won’t be supporting people with
a disability. Our focus will shift to supporting older
people.”
This is because funds that were traditionally
allocated to Advocare have now been absorbed within
the NDIS, and it will now be up to the individual state
to provide funding for that sort of advocacy.

Such a service would require excellent resourcing
and funding to be a success, to help organisations
invest in staff and provide the necessary training,
and to be able to select people with the compassion
needed to work in the sector.

“I’m pleased to say WA government have just
announced they will provide some funding, but that
funding will go to specialist disability support agencies,
and Advocare will focus on providing support for older
people.”

Life-expectancy is rising, and numbers of older
people are set to keep growing. With an already
difficult task of getting to the WA population to talk
to everybody who needs help, Advocare will likely face
bigger issues going forward.

This focus on providing support will continue to
revolve around spreading the word about Advocare’s
services. The organisation’s dedicated helpline for
elder abuse is 1300 724 679, and it can also be reached
on 1800 655 566 for general enquiries.

“We are constantly challenged by resources and
having to make decisions about what is a priority for

For more information
www.advocare.org.au.
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Zuccala Homes
process as well as product

M

elbourne-based boutique design and construct
residential builder Zuccala Homes has been a
family-run business for over sixty years, priding
itself on offering a flexible approach to building that
values the process just as highly as the product.

“We started to build display homes in greenfield
estates around residential Melbourne, and started to
build house and land packages, whereby a customer
would buy a block of land, or we would source one for
them, and we would design a home on there for them.”

Greg Zuccala is a registered builder and Director
of Zuccala Homes. Mr Zuccala’s 35-year experience
in the residential construction industry has included
several years being actively involved with the Master
Builders Association of Victoria, where he was President
from 2012 to 2014. The Australian Business Executive
spoke with Mr Zuccala recently to get his thoughts
on the company’s difference to other developers on
the market, his work with a number of national and
regional bodies, and Zuccala’s commitment to offering
a flexible design and build process to make sure
customers’ unique needs are met.

Today, the company views itself as more of
a niche builder that provides customers with more
flexibility than the average builder, allowing them to
choose, modify or create a design from scratch, and
giving each project a unique quality.

Offering more flexibility

“M

y dad Vic started the business in 1957,”
Mr Zuccala explains. “Shortly after he
finished his apprenticeship as a carpenter,
he strapped on his nail bag and went out and started
building spec homes in metropolitan Melbourne.”
This kind of building involves buying a block
of land, designing and building a home to go on that
land, and then proceeding to sell it. After a few years
of building homes this way, the family’s burgeoning
business began to change direction.
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“I’m pretty confident in saying not one of our
homes is exactly the same as another,” Mr Zuccala says,
“because each of our customers puts their own stamp
on it, and we’re happy to allow them that flexibility.”
For Zuccala Homes, it is vital not just for the
product to meet customer requirements, but for the
process that the customer goes through to be one that
allows them to get the very best quality and value for
their money.
“The customer has the flexibility to design that
home to suit their needs, and be given the opportunity
to choose the appropriate specifications to go in that
home, and be aware of the appropriate specifications
to go in that home.”
Equally important is that during the construction
and administration parts of the process – from design
through to contract, and from the build to the handover
of the home – the company communicates regularly
with customers to make sure they are always happy.
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“They have the ability or the opportunity to call
us at any time and have a relationship with someone
in our office, and also directly with their construction
manager onsite. It’s important that we respect people’s
requirement to ask questions.”

Working with industry bodies

H

aving been involved with industry groups in the
sector for many years, Mr Zuccala has plenty
of insight and experience into how the industry

runs. His recent appointment on the Building Appeals

An element of the company’s ability to offer
such flexibility comes from its relatively compact
geographical footprint, which remains restricted to
metropolitan Melbourne, and doesn’t stretch into
regional Victoria.

Board in Victoria gives him further opportunity to

“We don’t have a large build area. We don’t do
a big volume of homes. Our volume in the last few
years has decreased, although our turnover’s probably
increased. So that reflects the difference in the type of
home that we’re designing and building now.”

narrower jurisdiction, dealing with building regulations,

The company’s clientele has also changed a little
in the last few years, with a shift from first-time buyer
or affordable housing to more customised building of
mostly larger homes that represent better value for
money.

such as myself, who run their own businesses. They

“People are requiring a lot more of their own
input,” Mr Zuccala explains, “and special appliances,
and special features, in their homes, and we’re doing a
lot more of that than we’ve done previously.”

regulations that need to be changed by a builder or

make a difference.
The board is a tribunal, similar to the Victorian
Civil & Administrative Tribunal (VCAT), but with a much
applications for modifications to building regulations,
and appeals regarding building notices.
“It’s run by the state government, and is
composed of a number of industry professionals,
are people like building surveyors, lawyers, engineers,
planners and builders.”
Issues dealt with by the board tend to be building
owner to suit their circumstances, a process which is
allowed to happen if the Building Appeals Board finds
it to be a fair and reasonable request.
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“One of the more topical things that comes
across the board is the current fire cladding issue that’s
on foot throughout the industry, and less recently there
was the famous Corkman pub demolition.”
The issue surrounding fire cladding started in
Victoria a few years ago, when a high-rise residential
block caught on fire. There followed an investigation
into whether or not the exterior cladding was complaint
with fire safety regulations.
“That’s an issue that’s being worked through by
the state government, and the technical side of that
is being heard from time-to-time through the Building
Appeals Board. That affects not only Victoria, but also
all the other states.”
The Corkman Irish was a pub in Melbourne
demolished by developers without a permit. The
outcome was that the planning minister and the
building surveyor issued orders for the developers to
rebuild the property, as well as administering significant
fines.
“Those developers, under the Building Act, have
the opportunity to appeal that decision at the Building

Appeals Board,” Mr Zuccala explains. “So that was one
of the things that they did.”
Mr Zuccala’s role on the board sees him regularly
joining a panel of other board members and hearing
cases like these. Although the board sits biweekly, his
involvement is closer to every 2-3 weeks, depending
on the kind of cases that arise.
Zuccala Homes has been well recognised by the
major industry bodies over the years, and has utilised
its prominent position to become more involved
with shaping the industry and helping it run more
productively.
“In the past we’ve won some awards at the Master
Builders Association Housing Awards, and Housing
Industry Association, but in recent times we haven’t
applied so much for those. We’ve been focusing more
on our participation in industry bodies.”
In particular, Mr Zuccala’s work with the Master
Builders Association of Victoria, including the national
board of Master Builders Australia, and the Building
Appeals Board, have been useful in helping the
company attract new business.

FOREVER INNOVATIVE.
FOREVER STYLISH.
FOREVER GAINSBOROUGH.

For more than 50 years, Gainsborough have
been innovating in first class door furniture,
and supporting quality Australian construction.

A PROUD PARTNER OF ZUCCALA HOMES.
gainsboroughhardware.com.au
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“Rather than our products doing the talking for
us, we’re focusing on our reputation in the industry,
who we are and what we do for the industry and our
experience in the industry. A lot of our business these
days comes from referrals.”
Keeping pace with bigger firms

I

nterest rates are finally starting to rise a little in
Australia, but Mr Zuccala believes they aren’t high
enough yet to have any real impact on the industry.
A more relevant issue is the lending behaviour of banks
due to increased scrutiny of their practices.
“What has affected the industry I think is the
availability of finance, or the banks’ lending practices
or criteria. That’s been tightening. That’s had already
a significant effect on the industry in terms of the
amount of credit that’s available out there.”
Mr Zuccala admits that the company is able
to avoid this issue a little, due in the most part to its
customers being less concerned with affordability,
many of them being second or third home buyers with
equity in existing properties.

“The industry’s becoming more and more
competitive. The bigger players, the volume builders
in the market, are becoming more and more flexible
these days. They’re building different sorts of products.
They have big marketing budgets.”
For smaller building firms, it has become vital
to differentiate what is being offered in the market,
to offer customers a value proposition. For Zuccala
Homes, this means focusing on delivering a great
process as well as product.
“Who we are and how we do it is equally important
as what we do. So we’re focused on our process, on
communication and customer service, rather than
just product alone. I think that’s an enduring point of
difference that will see the smaller builder through.”
Zuccala’s real strength however is its longevity
in the business, where it has amassed significant
experience over more than sixty years in the industry,
experience that is bound to see it continue delivering
excellent service well into the future.
Find out more about Zuccala Homes by visiting
www.zuccalahomes.com.au.

Experts in
street appeal
since 1974.
Proudly supplying quality
garage doors and openers to
all Zuccala Homes.
Visit gliderol.com.au or call
1300 799 144 today.
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How Labor’s proposed
superannuation change
will hurt you as an investor
The Australian
Investors Association

T

he Australian Investors Association (AIA) is
Australia’s leading financial education nonprofit organisation helping its members to make
improved investment decisions. The AIA does not
provide advice. It provides information and education
to its members to help them become better investors.
The Association has approximately 1500
members nationwide drawn from all walks of life,
brought together by a common interest in achieving
improved investment returns.
With limited resources, the AIA provides
information meetings, discussion groups, workshops,
seminars, and a national conference to provide its
members with a smorgasbord of ideas for their
consideration as they implement their own investment
strategies. The topics covered include all investment
asset classes, superannuation, the domestic and global
economy, estate planning, and aged care. Our motto
is “investors helping investors”.
The AIA produces a quarterly publication “The
Investors Voice”, as well as regular emails to help its
members keep up to date. The AIA tries to advocate
on behalf of its members on key issues, but does not
employ a paid secretariat.

Jon Kalkman

As a group, our members can be characterised
as being very determined to be self-directed investors.
Many members are retired, and they have the time
and resources to research and pursue their interest
in investing. Many do not use an adviser because of
the demonstrated conflict of interest, and many do
not use a stock broker as they prefer to conduct their
own research. Many members have been successful
independent investors for a long time, achieving
handsome returns.
As self-directed investors, our members are fully
aware of the tax concessions offered by superannuation,
and many use a self-managed super fund (SMSF) for
that legitimate purpose. Consequently, our members
are well informed about changes to policy and
legislation as they impact on investment outcomes.
Our members have a keen understanding of the
rules around super, tax and imputation credits because
they have been investing in Australian shares, LICs and
ETFs for a long time. Our members are well placed to
offer their insights into Labor’s proposal to remove the
cash refunds of franking credits.
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How Labor’s proposed superannuation change will hurt you as an investor - The Australian Investors Association

The Effects of Labor’s Proposal

T

he only investment where the income arrives in
the hands of the owner with tax already paid
is Australian shares. The prepaid tax arrives as
a tax credit, for the company tax already paid before
dividends are distributed. The dividend received is paid
out of the after-tax portion of the company’s profit as
the company tax has already been paid. Therefore, in
order to account for the company tax, the dividend
has to be “grossed up” to include this tax already sent
to the tax office.
Franking ensures that Australian shareholders
always pay tax on their dividends at their marginal
tax rate. If the company tax rate were zero, Australian
shareholders would still pay tax on their dividends at
their marginal rate, but foreign investors would pay no
tax in Australia.
The franking credit is thus additional taxable
income, but the shareholder can use that tax credit
to pay their own tax. Since 2001, if that prepaid tax
exceeded the taxpayer’s own tax liability, the ATO has
refunded the excess in cash, in exactly the same way
that PAYG taxpayers receive a cash refund of excess
tax already paid.
Under Labor’s proposal, franking credits will not
be abolished. Franking credits will still be able to be
used to pay a tax liability; it is only the cash refund of
excess tax credits that will be confiscated. Therefore,
the proposal affects all taxpayers who generate
franking credits that are greater than their tax liability.
In recognition of the impact on taxpayers with
low marginal tax rates, Labor announced an exemption
to their proposal for those who receive a Centrelink
pension or allowance, and those self-managed super
funds (SMSFs) where a member was also a Centrelink
pension recipient prior to the 28th March 2018.
As Labor’s proposal operates on the difference
between the tax liability and the franking credits
Australian shares generate, the whole superannuation
system, with its concessional tax rates, is exposed to
this policy. It is clear that SMSFs will be more affected
than APRA funds with the biggest impact being felt by
SMSFs in pension mode. Clearly, age pensioners will be
unaffected.
Superannuation funds in accumulation mode
pay 15% tax on contributions and income earned by
the fund and they are single taxpayers on behalf of all
their members. APRA funds will not be affected by this
proposal because the majority of their members are
in accumulation mode and the fund generates income
from many assets besides shares. Their franking credits
can continue to be used to pay their tax liability. Large
SMSFs that have a significant portion of their funds in
accumulation mode are in exactly the same position.
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All super funds in pension mode pay zero tax
on the income earned by the fund. This has been the
case since 1992, when super became universal and
compulsory, and has remained in place through the
Costello super changes in 2007, the period when Mr
Shorten was Minister for Superannuation in 2010, and
the Morrison super changes in 2017.
SMSFs solely in pension mode are used almost
exclusively by self-funded retirees. Therefore, any
Australian shares owned by an SMSF will generate
franking credits in excess to a tax liability of zero. This
proposal means that SMSFs in pension mode will lose
all of their cash refunds from franking credits, and
this can represent a significant reduction in the fund’s
income, depending on its asset allocation to Australian
shares. That reduction in fund income has a significant
impact on the living standards of the members who
draw pensions from it.
Since 2017 the age-pension assets test has been
tightened so that now couples with assets greater
than $848,000 are no longer eligible. Since 2017, there
is also an upper limit of $1.6million that can be held in
a super pension fund. SMSFs with assets above that
limit are now required to hold the excess in a taxable
environment where franking credits can be used to
pay the tax. Multi-millionaires will not be affected
either.
There is a group of self-funded retirees caught
in the middle, not eligible for the age pension and not
enough assets to generate taxable incomes. They will
be denied both the age pension and the refund of
excess franking credits. Many of them are members of
the AIA. On our analysis, a couple needs to have more
than the $1.2 million to earn more income (without
franking credits) than couples who receive both the
part-age pension and the refund of franking credits.
The proposal to withhold the refund of
excess franking credits from selected groups has
inflamed huge numbers of investors, retirees, and
those preparing for retirement. The investment in
franked Australian equities is the backbone of many
retirement incomes and the incomes of those with
small investments and low additional incomes. Not
surprisingly, this proposal has caused great angst
because these retirees are not in a position to return
to work and accumulate more assets to assure them
of a comfortable retirement.
There is real anger at the betrayal of trust, even
among life-long Labor voters. Many of our members
are not wealthy, but through frugal and prudent
saving, they spare the taxpayer the cost of their age
pensions every year. Their savings have replaced
the age pension as successive governments have
encouraged them to do, and now they feel they are
being unfairly targeted.
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Even though the purpose of superannuation has
recently been legislated to supplement or replace the
age pension, Labor’s proposal will bring new pressure
on the age pension system:
• In the short-term there will be enormous incentives
for self-funded retirees to arrange their affairs so
that they qualify for both the part-age pension and
franking credit refunds.
• In the medium term, self-funded retirees with lower
incomes will deplete their savings more quickly and
then depend on the age pension sooner.
• In the long-term, this proposal destroys the trust that
young people need to invest in a superannuation
system that is overhauled every time a government is
looking for new revenue.
The projected revenue of this proposal is
simply not credible. The projections are based on
superannuation figures collected in 2014-15. Since
the latest overhaul of super in 2017, the large SMSFs
in pension mode that Labor hoped to target with this
proposal, no longer exist. They are now required to hold
the amount in excess of that required for a comfortable
retirement outside this zero-tax area, and that income
is already taxed. Moreover, almost everyone will be
able to find ways to avoid this new tax on selected
taxpayers who own specific assets.

This proposed policy discriminates against
SMSFs in favour of industry funds. It discriminates
against self-funded retirees in favour of age pensioners,
and it discriminates against Australian equities in
favour of other assets.
We should expect a significant electoral
backlash from self-funded retirees and their families at
the perceived theft of a legitimate tax refund that has
been the basis of lawful retirement planning for many
people for many years.
About Jon Kalkman

J

on retired from the position of Principal in the
Queensland Education Department in 2007. On
retirement, he and his wife established a SMSF to
to provide a superannuation retirement income stream.
Their confidence in doing so came in large measure
from their exposure to the invaluable information
provided by the AIA.
Jon has been a member of the AIA since 2005
and is a Director on the National Board. He has a
particular interest in retirement income streams and
estate planning.
Find out more about The Australian Investors
Association (AIA) by visiting www.investors.asn.au.
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How the GDPR affects
email marketing today

M

Senka Pupacic

arketing managers across the globe have been
losing sleep since the introduction of the EU
GDPR earlier this year. But what is the GDPR
and how does it affect email marketing?

account often requires divulging a wealth of personal
information, an email address is a prime example of
the type of personal data the GDPR aims to protect.

Ever since the European Union rolled out its
new email spam laws in May 2018, the General Data
Protection Requirement (GDPR) has been a focal point
for businesses worldwide. The introduction has also
created a plethora of dilemmas for many organisations:
does their business have to comply? If so, how? Will
compliance affect customer acquisition and retention?

How many emails are being circulated
globally in 2018?

Companies will have had to work tirelessly
to ensure the transition to GDPR compliance was
as smooth as possible, while also affecting the way
their business is conducted within the European
Union. Naturally, companies relying heavily on email
marketing will be especially affected.
Until recently, email marketing was a simple-toimplement yet highly effective marketing strategy. Now
the GDPR has been rolled out, it’s an area requiring
much consideration.
How does the GDPR impact
email marketing today?

I

n March 2018, the Radicati Group estimated the
number of active email accounts worldwide to be
3.8 billion, with over 281 billion emails sent daily.
According to the research organisation’s calculations,
the number of daily emails will rise to 333 billion within
the next four years.
Just as most households regularly receive
unwanted junk mail through the post, so too do our
electronic inboxes. Statista.com state that 60% of
emails sent in September 2017 were spam. Although
anyone who occasionally checks their spam folder
could testify to this statistic, this is a significant
decrease from recent years. Statista found that 71%
of emails received in April 2014 were caught by spam
filters – meaning almost three-quarters of emails were
unsolicited digital junk mail

W

hile personal data protection laws were
already in place, the EU has effectively
updated these laws to further protect
consumers from unwanted digital junk mail.
The overall reach of the GDPR is perhaps the
most significant change to the previous laws. It’s not
just EU-based organisations that the new laws apply
to, but any company storing or processing personal
data of any European citizen.
So, what constitutes personal data? The GDPR
states a name, photograph, IP address, medical
information, or indeed anything related to an individual
is considered personal data. As registering for an email
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That’s a lot of emails – and exactly the reason
GDPR regulators have updated their spam laws. Since
the update, businesses will now require the consent of
their recipients or other legal means to send marketing
emails.
The new rules now stipulate that even an email
sent to a specified group of recipients from a personal
account is considered email marketing.

It’s up to you to ensure you’re
GDPR-compliant

P

erhaps due to its convenience and relatively
low cost, email remains the marketing medium
of choice for Business-to-Business companies.
However, you must ensure you and your organisation
comply with the GDPR rules or face a hefty fine for
each breach of protocol.

With such stringent rules in place, it’s important
for all business owners to understand how they may
be affected. To help your business comply with the
new GDPR rules, here are some of the processes you
will need to implement.

Despite the recently updated regulations, email
marketing is here to stay. While the GDPR may appear
complex, there are steps you can take to make sure
your email marketing campaigns comply with the new
regulations:

1. Acquiring permission from
previous subscribers

• Ensure marketing emails are only sent to subscribers
who have explicitly chosen to opt-in

T

he most often asked question regarding new
GDPR laws is whether subscribers obtained
prior to 25th May 2018 can still be contacted.

The answer is twofold. If your subscribers chose
to opt-in to your list, then you may continue to send
email correspondence. However, if your subscribers
were automatically opted in – through a purchased
list, a pre-checked box, or other means – then you
must obtain consent again.
Thankfully, regaining consent is as simple as
asking your subscribers. In fact, seeking permission
then storing a record is the basis of the GDPR.
Consider running a ‘re-permission’ campaign to obtain
permission from subscribers.
2. Obtaining new subscribers
and email permissions

M

ost marketers assume that prospects who have
submitted their email address can be added
to a marketing campaign list. While this may
have been common practice prior to 25th May, it is no
longer allowed.
You cannot pre-tick a box to acquire an email
address, nor can you simply hide your communication
policy somewhere in your privacy statement. Since
the new regulations came into force, prospects must
now explicitly agree to receive marketing emails or
newsletters from you.

• Direct a re-permission campaign
subscribers to regain their consent

to

existing

• Refrain from using automatic decision-making
methods using your subscriber’s data
• Make it easy for your subscribers to unsubscribe
from your email lists
• Provide a method for subscribers to manage their
content options
It’s important to remember that the GDPR is
about managing and providing content to people
who explicitly choose to receive correspondence
from you. This will almost certainly mean losing a
portion of your subscribers who don’t open and read
your emails – although, in marketing terms, these are
the people you should be removing from your lists
anyway. It’s the people that explicitly opt-in that you
should be focusing on, to ensure your email marketing
campaigns are productive.
While these new regulations may appear
intimidating, complying to these rules will lead to
improved open rates and higher overall revenue. Rather
than being fearful of ensuring GDPR compliance, look
forward to the resulting improvement in your email
campaigns.
Senka Pupacic is the founder of Top 10 SEO:
www.top10insydney.com.au.
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The case for a long, mid
and short-term view in
sailing and marketing

W

orking within an organisation’s annual
financial process means you are likely to be
either preparing, or have just finished, your
annual planning and budgeting. In fact, it can often
feel that just as you complete one round of planning
and budget setting, the next round has arrived before
you have really got into implementing your plans.
But there have been major changes over the
past decade, which have had significant impacts not
only on the marketing planning process, but also on
the role of marketing strategy. Instead of setting a
long-term marketing strategy and implementing the
tactics to deliver it over the year, marketers are often
finding themselves so focused on delivering the shortterm tactics to deliver the immediate wins that often
the longer term strategy is forgotten.
Even that most traditional and strategic of
marketing categories, Consumer Package Goods, is
focusing on short-term tactics to reach and convert
customers to drive revenue and market share
expectations. And retailer marketers, who plan out their
marketing a year or more ahead to leverage seasonal
retail events, are finding themselves competing with
online e-commerce, which appears to be able to create
sales events almost overnight.
What has caused these changes in the role of
the marketing strategy? What is the emerging trend
we are seeing across a wide range of categories
and markets where growth is a strategic focus but
continues to prove a challenge?
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Darren Woolley

In his book “Good strategy, Bad strategy”,
Richard P. Rumelt writes

“Strategy is at least as much about what an
organization does not do as it is about what it does.”
In developing a marketing strategy, the
marketer is mapping out a plan of action to optimise
successfully achieving the marketing objectives
for the organisation. It is aligned to delivering the
business objectives (usually growth-related) and takes
a medium to long-term view of achieving the same,
based on the resources at hand (products/services,
distribution channels, budget etc), the competitors’
positioning, activity and strategy, and of course the
customer.
Traditionally, the marketing strategy was
developed either at the launch of a new product or
service or when it was deemed the current marketing
plan was not working and a new one was needed,
often with the appointment of a new CMO or head of
marketing. The implementation of the marketing plan,
developed from the strategy, would often take a year,
and therefore by the time the plan was executed it was
time to review and do the same again.
The role of the marketing strategy was to set the
direction for the foreseeable future (12 months to up to
five years in some cases) and inform the marketing plan
on an annual basis to define what marketing should do
and more importantly what marketing should not do
to deliver on the organisational objectives.
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Fig 1: While Marketing Strategy is aligned to the
strategic objective, the marketing plan is the plan of
action to get there. Both are needed to assess progress
in the lifts and knocks of the market.
More than at any time the marketing function,
within most organisations, is under pressure to deliver
or at the least contribute to measurable growth to
justify the marketing budget - which has been under
downward pressure for most of the 21st century.
At the same time, the rise of social media, digital
media channels and marketing technology, such as
programmatic and real-time media bidding, provides
marketers with a means not only to position brands,
products and services against the competition in the
mind of the customer, but also help fill the euphemistic
‘online sales funnel’ with leads to be converted by sales
or even, in an e-commerce world, convert those leads
to sales themselves.
Enter the concept of Agile Marketing, inspired
by the process of agile software development, and
adapted to the marketing discipline. Agile Marketing is
about testing and learning, using the results to adapt
in real time and go back to the market to optimise
marketing investment and deliver measurable Return
on Marketing Investment (ROMI). In this world the
measures are customer acquisition, cost per lead and
acquisition and revenue growth.
The focus is on the short-term sales results
and optimising the lead and conversion rate. But
what about the longer term marketing strategy and
market positioning of the brand? An online insurance
company we work with embraced agile marketing
as a way to maximise marketing budget and ROMI.
This included in-house creative and media buying, so
they could respond to the market in real time with all
agile marketing processes managed totally within the
organisation.

Fig 2: Traditionally marketing plans laid out a planned
route to market. In uncertain and changeable times a
more agile approach allows marketers to deliver short
term wins while delivering on longer term strategic
objectives.
But while the marketing team was driving
terrific acquisition results in the short-term, there was
a realisation within the marketing leadership that their
agile response to the market had caused them to drift
from the core marketing strategy that had built their
competitive strength and differentiation.
As Richard P. Rumelt had stated above, the
marketing strategy defined what they would do and
just as importantly what they would not do. But with
a short-term focus on driving sales results they ended
up doing whatever it took to continue or improve those
results, without consideration of what the strategy told
them not to do, and therefore were compromising the
marketing strategy.
This is easy to do. After all marketers face more
choices than ever. There are more channels and more
options than there ever have been. Marketers are also
facing greater levels of unpredictability, competition
and complexity. But out of this complexity and
unpredictability comes more opportunity, and
therefore a greater need for the agility to take
advantage of opportunity as it arises. However, there
is also a need for a framework to inform the decision
on which opportunities should be taken and how you
should take them. This is the emerging role of the
marketing strategy in an agile marketing process.
I like to think of it as being like sailing. Not the
cruising type sailing - a lazy afternoon in the sun,
sitting on the deck, sipping champagne. But the racing
type of sailing, with an ultimate goal – the finish line
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and a fleet of competitors in changeable conditions.
A good skipper knows the strengths of the
boat and the crew and will have a strategy to play to
those strengths and maximise performance in current
conditions. The skipper also has tools at his or her
disposal to provide updates on the current situation
and changes in the surrounding environment. The
skipper should know something of the competitors
in the fleet - their tactics, strategies, strengths and
weaknesses.
As with agile marketing, the crew will hopefully
have practised and become incredibly efficient at
changing tack. As they sail up to the starting line,
the skipper will position the boat to get the best
opportunity on the wind and the fleet. From before
the start to the finish line the focus of the skipper and
crew is on the ultimate goal, which is crossing the line
ahead of the rest.
The skipper will stay on strategy to ensure the
maximum performance of the boat and the crew, but
will constantly be looking for opportunities to take
advantage of changing wind and weather conditions
and the tactics of the competitors, only reacting when
there is a clear opportunity to take an advantage or
avoid a disadvantage.
After all, simply following the fleet means if there
is a knock from a wind change then the whole fleet
gets knocked back, but the skipper who decides to
stay the course when everyone else tacks is looking for
the wind lift that will put him or her ahead of the fleet.

What does this mean for marketers? There is a
business objective, which is the finish line. Aligned to
this objective is the marketing strategy, which defines
the best use of the resources available to position the
brand, product or service successfully to deliver that
objective.
There is a marketing plan derived from this
strategy, which is the race plan, based on the current
weather conditions, the competitive set and the
resources available. But then throughout the race there
is a constant need to monitor changes in the current
situation that might deliver opportunities. Whether
these opportunities are taken, or not, depends on the
marketing strategy and plan.
This is a short, mid and long-term view of a
marketing strategy. The long-term is set within the
marketing strategy. And while they say you should
always review that strategy, tactics never drive it.
Instead, the tactics are assessed against the strategy to
make sure they capitalise on the short-term objectives
while building the long-term marketing strategy. The
marketing plan is the medium-term review where
strategy and tactics meet to achieve short, medium
and long-term objectives.
While the organisation may be interested in this
quarter’s sales results and marketing’s contribution to
those results, marketing must remember it also plays
an important longer-term value creation role, ultimately
to win the race. The role of the marketer today is to use
the marketing strategy to assess short-term tactical
opportunities, but to ensure the organisation stays on
track to deliver the agreed medium- and longer-term
objectives of the organisation as well.

Fig 3: In varying and changing conditions do you stick
with the plan and the fleet or strike out and search for
immediate opportunities while maintaining a view of
the longer-term strategic objectives?
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Darren Woolley is the Global CEO for
TrinityP3 Marketing Management Consultants:
www.trinityp3.com.
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The myths of leadership
“To Be A Good Leader, I Have To Be Charismatic”

H

ave you read about leaders being charismatic as
if that was a necessary trait to lead well? As if
you don’t have enough to do as a leader beside
upskilling your charisma?
It would be a shame if good leadership meant we
had to be charismatic, as charisma is not very trainable.
If charisma was a significant component of leadership,
much of the money put to leadership training would
be wasted (and basically leaders would be born).
That said, it is an easy myth to fall for. You can
be highly charismatic and a good leader or highly
charismatic and a bad leader. You can have no charisma
and be a good leader or have no charisma and be a
bad leader.
Leadership is independent of charisma. This is
even at the highest levels of leadership.
According to the management expert, Peter
Drucker, John F. Kennedy was one of the most
charismatic presidents in recent history, but he failed
to accomplish much.
Drucker stated that Franklin D. Roosevelt had
the charisma of a dead mackerel but was an extremely
effective leader. As President he mobilized the United
States against the threat of Nazi Germany in the 1940s.

Mark Oliver

Inspiration is different to charisma and is a
leadership trait. Charisma may make others feel good,
but inspiration tends to make others do good.
Another example is Mahatma Gandhi, the leader
of India’s non-violence independence movement
against British rule. He was not a very charismatic
individual, being rather direct and to the point in his
communications, but many experts and ordinary
people alike consider him to be one of the most
inspirational leaders in human history.
Gandhi was the founder of the philosophy of
“satyagraha,” which means “truth and firmness.” He
called for large-scale boycotts, urging government
officials to stop working for Britain, students to
stop attending government schools, soldiers to quit
guarding their posts and citizens to stop paying taxes
and purchasing British goods. He even began using a
portable spinning wheel to produce cloth for his own
clothes, and the spinning wheel soon became a symbol
of Indian independence and self-reliance.
Despite being arrested several times, Gandhi
continued to focus on education, poverty and the
problems afflicting India’s rural areas. His protests
against the British Salt Acts, which prohibited Indians
from collecting or selling salt and imposed a heavy tax
on this dietary staple for the poorest in the country,
elevated him to international fame, including being
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named Time magazine’s Man of the Year in 1930.

predict the findings of Collins, 2500 years prior:

Over time, Gandhi did the “impossible” and,
through his approach of non-violence, got his country
to follow him and the greatest military power of the
time to leave India.

“When a good leader leads, the people respect
and praise him. When an average leader leads, the
people ignore him. When a poor leader leads, the
people despise him. But when a great leader leads, the
people say, ‘we did that ourselves’.’’

From good to great

E

ven with these historical events, you still may have
doubts about charisma and its role leadership, so
let’s look at a business-based example about the
subject.
Jim Collins wrote a best-selling business
book called Built to Last, which compared visionary
companies that had massively outperformed other
companies in their field. He then identified what these
visionary companies all had in common.
The book sold millions and, as the story goes,
a colleague came up to Collins at one of his sales
promotions and congratulated him on his book, then
said it was “absolutely useless” because all these
visionary companies had been great for many decades
in the past. The colleague argued that the book did not
show companies how to become great.
This got Collins pondering and he gathered a
research team to look at what took a company from
good to great. Too often, the assumptions made
initially determined the answer. So, he used one
simple measure: Companies had to have had average
or below-average stock returns for at least 15 years,
followed by returns of at least three times the stock
market over the next 15 years.
The characteristics of the best CEOs

T

he results were published in 2004 in Collins’ next
book, Good To Great. Out of the 1,435 companies
that appeared in the Fortune 500 over the 30
years looked at, only 11 fitted the bill.
Each of them had CEOs who had two common
characteristics, great determination and extreme
humility. None were “charismatic” individuals.
Conversely, charismatic CEOs such as Jack
Welch, who were being lauded by the top business
schools at the time (and still are by many), did not
have nearly as good financial performance, let alone
other success markers.
It’s as if we have taken 2,000 years to learn
from the example of the great spiritual leaders
including Jesus Christ, Muhammad, Moses, Buddha,
Confucius, Lao- Tzu, Confucius, etc. They all shared
two characteristics, great determination and extreme
humility.
Lao-Tzu’s comment on leadership seems to
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Do extroverts make better leaders
than introverts?

H

ighly charismatic people tend to be more
extroverted. However, the eleven CEOs identified
by Collins’ research were largely introverted,
which breaks another myth about extroverts being
better leaders than introverts. On the world stage,
many iconic leaders were introverted, like Mahatma
Gandhi and Nelson Mandela.
Let’s take one example of a highly charismatic
leader, Adolf Hitler.
He led his population, but was he a leader? Any
meaningful definition of “leader” must be about taking
followers to a better place. On this measure alone,
Hitler failed miserably as a leader as he led Germany to
utter annihilation. He is rightfully considered as “bad”
universally.
So, charismatic “leaders” are more able to lead
people to catastrophe!
In many ways, it is harder to be an effective
leader if charismatic, or to be precise, it is harder to
be naturally charismatic and still be an effective leader.
The same could be said about extroversion
because leadership is about listening. Telling is more
about management.
Recent research has shown that very charismatic
people are able to turn off listeners’ logical thinking
and so make them more susceptible to suggestions in
the same way as a hypnotist does.
A waste of time and money?

I

am sure you agree that we all have room to improve
our leadership and, if leaders were born with great
charisma, then that would be the end of it.

Research indicates the genetic component
of leadership capability is, at most, about 20% and
probably less. So the environmental/ experiential
factor is at least four times as important as our genes
when it comes to leadership capability.
There is a gender-based component to
leadership. Recurring research indicates that, on
average, women make better leaders than men. Some
of this superiority is helped by the cultural role women
play. It tends to help them to focus more on what
matters when it comes to leadership: the relationship.
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So, if leadership can be improved, how much
does it cost and how effective is the training?
In recent research by McKinsey, American
companies spend US$14 billion every year on leadership
development initiatives, yet “…there is scarcely any
evidence that all this spending…is producing better
leaders.”

research gives one way. On a deeper understanding
of leadership, it is plain that Jack Welch was a good
business manager but poor example of business leader,
so all you need to do is to ask the potential provider
one simple question: “Does your program identify Jack
Welch as a good leader?” There answer will tell you
whether to proceed!

A Harvard University review estimated that
corporations spend US$50 billion on leadership
development globally. It concluded leaders are less
effective, less ethical and less respected than ever
before!

LEARNING: Ignore trying to improve your
charisma, adopt a ‘serve to lead’ approach and listen
more to your employees at all levels in the organisation.
Be intentional about developing your leadership
intelligence.

In general, current research shows there is no
known universal set of traits or personality styles which
predict a good or great leader. What distinguishes
leaders is their ability to motivate themselves and
others.

Mark Oliver is the world’s #1 authority on
motivational leadership. For over 30 years, he has
been sought after by senior executives responsible for
driving the optimal performance of their teams.

Leadership may be able to be developed, but it
must be in the right way or else it is a waste of money
and time! With so many leadership development
courses out there, it can be hard to know which are
good ones or which are just management ones. Our

In his book Motivational Leadership, Mark reveals
the 10 myths leaders must debunk to avoid having a
disengaged, dissatisfied or unproductive workforce.
To order your free copy (shipping
complimentary) of Motivational Leadership,
www.motivationalleadershipbook.com/ABE
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Ready to
exit your business?

B

uilding a successful business takes hard work
and dedication. Nobody ever makes the best of a
business without the passionate desire to do so.
If you’ve worked hard to build a business and make it
successful, you will feel a genuine love for the business
you have built.

Kerry Boulton

With the recent buzz about baby boomer
business owners preparing to leave their companies
within the next few years, there can be confusion about
the different terminology used for exit strategies. There
are two popular concepts that are often referred to

Knowing how, when and why you will leave your
business is also a very important factor in business
success. Unfortunately far too many people don’t start
planning for the time they will leave the business until
it is much too late.

when considering how to exit a business—succession

How late is too late? It is waiting until you’re
ready to leave the business. Doing so can mean you are
under more pressure and you will be more likely to make
mistakes in those circumstances. This is especially true
if you have a deadline by which you definitely want to
move on to the next chapter of your life.

used interchangeably when talking about owners who

To maximise the full value your business offers,
you need an exit strategy. This strategy is best planned
as early as possible in advance of when you may plan
to leave.

planning are different concepts, they can work in
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planning and exit planning.
Many people believe that succession planning
and exit planning are one and the same and can be
are in the process of leaving their businesses. However,
this misconception can end up leaving you unprepared
for one of the biggest financial events of your life.
Even though succession planning and exit
unison to achieve your overall exit objectives. To help
clear up any confusion, let’s look at the differences
that exist between the two concepts.
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Succession planning:
focus on transferring leadership

Take this responsibility seriously early on and
you will reap the rewards for all your hard work—and
not give it to the taxman or others!

succession plan is essential to securing the
future of your business. It’s the art of the
changeover. Without a succession plan, you
will strangle the future of your business and its future
marketability.

Exit planning is the comprehensive analysis of
all of the factors that impact a business owner. Exit
planning is not only the succession aspect but also
other issues that can be important to you, including
current and future planning with respect to your
personal financial stability, your business (its value, its
employees, its position in the market), your family and
your community.

A

A succession plan gives you control, choices and
sufficient time to put management in place to run your
business. The more time you give yourself, the more
your team can come up to speed on new roles and
responsibilities, and the easier it will be for you to let
go and move on to pursue other interests or passions.
Succession planning could also be
“retention planning”—keeping it in the family.

called

Many owners choose to keep the business
in the family when they leave. If this is something
you’re thinking about, you need to consider the
legal obligations, as well as the impact on family
relationships.
Succession planning primarily focuses on the
business itself—the transfer of leadership and/or
management from one generation to the next within
the business. This one-off approach usually identifies
successors within a business and provides them with
an opportunity to develop their skills and experience
in order to replace the existing leaders of the business
at a future date.
Although this is important to the livelihood of
your company, succession planning typically revolves
around the needs and objectives of the business and
not those of you, the departing owner.
Succession planning is essentially a business
continuity approach, which is one of several critical
components of exit planning.
Exit planning:
the comprehensive approach

E

xit planning is the art of monetising the business.

Exit planning is all about maximising
and preserving the transferable value of your
business—it’s about creating certainty for your future
wealth fund. It’s extremely important to integrate
personal, financial and estate planning goals into your
exit plan.
These need to be considered hand-in-glove
with your business growth goals and opportunities to
maximise profit and minimise tax liability on both sides.
Your unquestionable objective in your exit plan is to
transfer ownership and corporate value as profitably
as possible.

These issues are really basic, but people don’t
like to think about them because facing your own
mortality can be quite confronting.
Exit planning starts from the perspective of
your goals and objectives in each of these critical
areas, along with your current and projected resources
(business value, personal and business financial
resources), to identify the unique combination of
strategies and steps that are most likely to allow you
to reach your overall goals.
For example, if you happen to be slightly older
and you are looking at a retirement, a big part of exit
planning is considering how you’re going to fill your
days. Many people envision their retirement as, more
or less, a complete disengagement from responsibility
and the need to plan for anything; in other words, they
want to go out “without a care in the world.”
Once you’re over the euphoria of retirement
after so long at work, it can get boring. Playing golf
three times a week might be just fantastic for a time,
but after a little while, you begin to feel there’s more
to life than just simply waiting around for someone to
actually interact with you.
This boredom can lead to depression, which is
bad enough on its own but can bring on other issues.
Studies suggest that, if people retire and simply do
nothing, they can face significant health problems,
including the proven reality of the brain shrinking from
less activity.
Studies have also shown that men tend to suffer
more after retirement than women because they’re
more inclined than women to have their identity tied
up in what they do for a living. For retired men, it can
be difficult to be in a social situation and someone asks
them, “What do you do?” They’re at a loss for words,
and they feel insecure.
The number one thing you can do to avoid these
issues is to give some considered thought to what
your life will look like after retirement before you retire.
With the retirement age being around 65, and life
expectancy now well into the 80s and occasionally the
90s, you’ve got a lot of life to fill.
Taking time to think about with whom you’re
going to continue your social interaction, the people in
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your network with whom you can continue to engage
and keeping yourself active over that course of time, is
crucial. Physical and mental exercise also play a huge
part in creating your best life.
Exit planning uses your unique personal
objectives to convert your current reality into your
desired outcome. The exit planning process helps
maximise the financial return, minimise tax liability,
plan for contingencies and increase the likelihood of a
successful transfer of the business.
Although each exit plan is unique, depending
on an owner’s specific objectives, a properly crafted
plan has several common steps, or elements, to cover,
including:
Step 1: Owner objectives
Step 2: Business and personal financial resources
Step 3: Maximising and protecting business value
Step 4: Ownership transfers to third parties
Step 5: Ownership transfers to insiders
Step 6: Business continuity
Step 7: Personal wealth and estate planning
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Building a strong and successful exit strategy, which
includes components of a succession plan and an exit
plan, is not necessarily complicated; however, it is an
absolute must if you want to get full value from any
business sale.
It’s important to remember that an overall exit
strategy is a process, not a destination. It allows you
to exit your business gracefully and to your own best
advantage. There are many tools available to help you
get into business, but an exit strategy is one of the few
designed to help you get out.
If you had to leave your business tomorrow,
could you do it?
Kerry Boulton is Australia’s most respected exit
strategy advisor. As CEO and founder of The Exit
Strategy Group, Kerry works with business owners
and CEOs to maximise their profits and to prepare
their business for the ultimate payday.
Her latest book, The Uncensored Truth
About Exit Strategies, unmasks what’s really
behind
creating
effective
and
financially
sellable businesses. To order Kerry’s book, visit
www.freeexitstrategybook.com.au/ABE
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TRUMP:
the influencer President?

I

n 2016 I wrote an article about how then candidate
Donald Trump had used the influence and reach
of social media to bypass the media and create a
movement of followers online and in the community. In
2018, now President Trump has applied his social media
acumen to foreign policy with shocking results. So
what precedent has Trump set for the next generation
of leaders?
On January 2017 the world witnessed the
swearing-in of a billionaire real-estate mogul and
reality TV star as President of the United States of
America. Trump was the first President in the history of
the United States to have neither served in the military
or held political office.
Love him or loath him, Donald Trump has had
an enormous influence on the political and media
landscape by utterly devastating the status quo.
Pundits that derided Trump as a ‘celebrity
president’ had failed to see the almost decade-long
strategy he and his team implemented to grow his
online following that propelled him into the political

Matt Versi

stratosphere. Take for example the Conservative
Political Action Committee (CPAC), a popular event
for republican presidential hopefuls held every year.
Except in 2016, Trump has addressed the CPAC faithful
every year, finetuning his messaging and growing his
conservative followers. It’s important to understand
that in his 2011 CPAC address Trump first road-tested
a version of the ‘Make America Great Again’ slogan to
rapturous applause from the audience. Less than five
years latter he’d use that same slogan to galvanise the
Republican base and take the White House.
Since his first CPAC appearance, Trump,
knowingly or unknowingly, has disseminated his key
campaign messages by adopting the same social media
playbook that many young so-called ‘social media
influencers’ have used to build enormous followings.
Those who can remember the early days of YouTube
will remember how young, relatively inexperienced
‘YouTubers’ were able use their social media platforms
to directly engage their followers in ways that hadn’t
been seen before – growing their influence and reach
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among many young people to such an extent their
fame began to rival some of Hollywood’s movie stars.
By adapting this raw and direct method of
engagement, Trump was able to completely flip the
old, out-dated media business model on its head.
Political pundits and opponents were left scrambling
to adjust to this new form of direct messaging. Many
of Trump’s GOP primary foes were still caught in the
past. They were utilising cookie cutter campaigns
which bogged them down with the same romanticism
of West Wing style presidential campaigning that the
public had come to view as manufactured and fake.
Trump on the other hand opted to use Twitter
and phone-in media appearances to get his message
out. Long-winded press statements were replaced by
short, sharp and often grammatically incorrect tweets
that cut to the point. Trump was communicating in the
same way many Americans had become accustomed.
Before Trump, Barack Obama was hailed as
the first social media president. But was that true?
Obama’s team were the primary drivers behind his
digital strategy. Each Tweet or Facebook post was
carefully crafted and vetted to ensure no particular
electoral demographic was offended. This left Obama’s
tweets sterile and unengaging. After becoming
president, Obama rarely tweeted or posted directly
to social media. Unless it was campaign season, most
Americans could only hear from the president through
mainstream media outlets or via scripted YouTube
videos encouraging them to signup for a healthcare
plan. Direct tweets from Obama became so infrequent
that engagement via the @BarackObama and official
@POTUS Twitter accounts fell off a cliff. Now compare
that to the tweets coming from the @RealDonaldTrump
account. For better or worse, I doubt anyone would
argue those tweets aren’t authentic.
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You can certainly question the substance of the
online messaging coming from Trump, but you cannot
ignore that fact that he has set a new standard for
leaders to directly engage with their followers. From
Hollywood to Wall Street and to Washington D.C.,
leaders are waking up to the new notion of ‘digital
influencers’. Picking up where Trump left off, movie
stars like Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson, Will Smith and
Kevin Hart have invested heavily in growing their online
influence. Smith for instance has dived headfirst into
social media by launching his own YouTube series to
compete with the new breed of young internet stars.
To-date he has amassed over 4 million followers on
YouTube alone. In the world of business, titans like Elon
Musk and Gary Vaynerchuk have been able to leverage
their own online influence to outpace their competitors
and establish trust in the market.
We are now witnessing the rise of the political
and industry influencer: individuals who use social
media to build an audience of followers capable
of being mobilised online and in the community to
achieve an objective.
Don’t get me wrong, I’m not necessarily
endorsing the use of Twitter to conduct foreign policy.
Trump’s untested foreign policy social media tactics are
certainly a highwire act with enormous consequences.
However, ignoring the substance, the strategy he is
implementing is sound. In today’s world of influencers,
it isn’t hard to imagine an Oprah Winfrey or even Will
Smith leveraging their online influence to leapfrog
establishment politicians in order to run for high office.
Matt Versi is the Chief Digital Strategist for
digital media group, ImpaQmedia. Matt has worked
across both the government and private sector
advising organisations and industry leaders on their
digital strategy, influencer branding and content
creation capabilities. Find out more by visting
impaq.media.
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Hope and tax cuts
in Waterloo Iowa
What can Australia learn from middle America?
Gideon Rozner heads deep into Iowa to find out

E

ven by the standards of smaller airports in
Australia, Iowa’s Waterloo Regional Airport is
conspicuously spartan. One boarding gate, one
baggage carousel and only two flights daily – both to
Chicago. No taxi rank, no Uber for miles and the renta-car window is closed. I should have planned ahead.
A man at the information desk dials one of the
few cab companies in the area. ‘It’ll be half an hour,’ he
says. ‘At least.’
So I sit and wait, fiddling with my phone. Opposite
me is the airport’s sole advertisement: A diorama
showcasing the history of the John Deere tractor, with
a sign inviting visitors to the company’s manufacturing
plant. Hardly a thriving tourism industry, I think to
myself.
I’ve come to Waterloo, Iowa to meet the man
behind the Job Creators Network (JCN), a small
business advocacy organisation whose mission is to
‘educate employees of Main Street America, so we
can protect the 85 million people who depend on the
success of small businesses’.
The JCN was established by Bernie Marcus,
philanthropist and founder of Home Depot, America’s
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answer to Bunnings Warehouse. ‘When I started the
Home Depot, I was guided by two very basic rules,’
Marcus explains. ‘Rule number one, talk to your
customers; rule number two, talk to your employees.
I still believe in these rules, and I learned early on that
my employees wanted to know what I knew. Let me
be very clear about one thing: I never told them how
to vote. I simply told them how policies and law could
impact our business and potentially, their jobs.’
Today, the JCN speaks to and for small businesses
and their employees on a national scale, and has solid
policy wins to show for its efforts. Its high-octane ‘Tax
Cuts Now’ campaign was instrumental in the passage
of Trump corporate tax cuts by Congress in late 2017.
Now, in the lead-up to this year’s midterm elections,
the JCN is engaging in its subsequent ‘Tax Cuts Work’
campaign, underscoring the benefits of the tax cuts
for middle America.
And that’s where I come in. I’m en route to the
Los Angeles for an unrelated work trip, and a colleague
has suggested that I meet with the JCN while I’m in
the US. The only place our schedules cross is a JCN
campaign stop in Waterloo, which is fine by me, of
course. If nothing else, it’s a rare chance to see a bit of
middle America. The ‘real’ America.
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Bud Lite and John Deere

T

he voyage from Melbourne to Iowa has taken
just over 27 hours, so it’s well into the afternoon
before I wake up. Still, enough time to check out
the town and get the lie of the land.
I’m staying on Main Street in the neighbouring
township of Cedar Falls, a short distance from
Waterloo. It’s a gorgeous little town with clay brick
footpaths and old-timey street lamps. There are
restaurants – emptying out after the lunchtime rush
– shops, bars adorned with neon signs for Miller and
Bud Lite, community banks, law offices and a public
library. Main Street, USA – literally. That vital slice of the
American economy that sits between Wall Street and
Silicon Valley.
And the place looks quite healthy. Functional. Far
from the desolate, ruined landscapes that have been
documented by the likes of JD Vance in Hillbilly Elegy.
This does not look like a town that has succumbed to
welfare dependency, drug addiction and existential
despair. Somehow, Cedar Falls has survived.
The next morning, I check out and head to the
JCN rally. The cab situation is even worse than it had

been at the airport, but Ron, a fellow hotel guest,
offers me a lift. I hoist my baggage into the boot of his
SUV and we head off into the suburbs. The houses, the
nature strips, the cars in the driveways – all modest,
but clean and well-maintained. More evidence that
Cedar Falls is faring quite well.
What’s driving this town, I ask Ron. ‘John Deere,’
he says as we hit the freeway. ‘Been here 100 years. It’s
the biggest employer.’
So, it turns out that the John Deere factory –
the advertisement for which I sniggered at a couple
of days earlier – is actually a big deal, employing more
than 5,000 locals.
Obviously, John Deere is the economic lifeblood
of the whole metropolitan area. The kind of business
that has collapsed elsewhere, under the weight of
tax or red tape or unreasonable wage hikes or any
other manner of bureaucratic interference. The kind of
business routinely demonised when it gives in to the
commercially understandable impulse – and too often,
need – to relocate to a place in which doing business
isn’t so damned difficult. That’s when the community
collapses – when the jobs go. But Cedar Falls and
Waterloo still have John Deere, jobs, an economy. They
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still have the liveliness and richness that comes from
prosperity and the dignity of work.
Ron agrees with me, to a point. ‘Yeah, but
we’re not growing either.’ Why’s that? ‘Taxes,’ he says.
‘State taxes. A lot of the other states are basically
buying businesses by lowering their state corporate
tax.’ (Competitive federalism does work after all.)
‘Politicians here seem to think that companies are
going to move to Iowa for the lifestyle. I got news for
you, buddy, it ain’t gonna happen.’
Honk if you like tax cuts

R

on’s GPS indicates that we’ve arrived at the
venue for the rally. I cautiously disembark,
looking around at what appears to be the
middle of nowhere. A small warehouse, surrounded by
cornfields. Off in the distance, a great pile of coal. Not
exactly Madison Square Garden.
I head into the front office. I’m here for the rally,
I tell the bloke behind the desk. ‘Yes, of course. The
Aussie!’ he says. ‘You’re early. I’m Erik, by the way.’
Erik is the owner of Jerald Sulky, the manufacturer of
what he calls ‘the Maserati of horse-drawn vehicles’.
He gives me a tour of the warehouse. ‘We export to
countries all over the world,’ he explains. ‘Including
Australia.’
Before long, the campaign bus pulls up. It is an
impressive vehicle, bearing all the hallmarks of the
glitz and pageantry of American politics. Tax Cuts
Work and JCN logos are emblazoned on the side. On
the back, an invitation for passing motorists: Honk if

you like tax cuts!
Attendees begin to arrive. There are only about
20 or so locals, but I’m advised that thousands will
be tuning to the live stream on social media. There
are also print journalists, camera crews and hangerson. A troupe of protesters pull up, hauling a giant
inflatable chicken apparently intended to resemble
Donald Trump, but this rally is on private property, so
the protestors are too far away to be noticed.
The rally opens with a couple of small
businessmen speaking about the ways in which the
Trump tax cuts have affected them personally. First up
is Walter, the owner of a bar in downtown Cedar Falls.
‘The thing that I got into business for was to be
able to take care of my employees as well as to pass
something down to future generations,’ Walter says.
‘I’m sure there are many of us out there who’ve been
a server or a cook before, or in the service industry in
general, and some may ask: “How does this tax cut
for corporations or small business help me be able to
pay the bills?” And to that I would say that it allows
me to get more money in their pockets by offering
more incentives for raises, more opportunities to allow
them to grow in an industry that traditionally has high
turnover.’
Erik goes next, telling the story of Jerald Sulky.
Even though the Trump tax cuts haven’t kicked in yet,
Erik is already seeing the flow-on effects.
‘Our largest dealer called me up about a month
ago and says: “Do you think I should send Trump
flowers or a fruit basket? This is the best first quarter
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of orders I’ve seen for your product in 20 years.” He
said all of his floor stock is sold and he’s excited for us
to get more orders out to him.’
Erik and his wife have gone years without
drawing a salary, and even spent some time sleeping
in the factory’s conference room. Thanks to the boom
in business, they are looking forward to the company
becoming profitable. ‘When we get to see profit, we’ll
be very grateful that Washington DC is the junior
partner in our income, not the other way around,’ Erik
says.
Last is Rod Blum, the local congressman, Tea
Partier and passionate supporter of the Trump tax
agenda. ‘I cannot believe the amount of misinformation
that has been put out to the public about the tax bill,’
he says. ‘My political opponents suddenly got fiscally
conservative, suddenly started caring about the debt
and deficit. You never hear about that, unless it’s about
letting people keep more of their money. It is not the
government’s money, we forcefully take it from you.
So the misinformation is that this is going to cost a
trillion and a half dollars, that it is going to bankrupt
us. Hogwash.’
Blum cites the growth in government revenue
that occurred after tax cuts by the Kennedy and
Reagan administrations. ‘All we need is half a per cent
GDP growth for these tax cuts to pay for themselves.
Our problem in Washington is spending. It is not that
we’re bringing in too little tax revenue.
All of this is hauntingly similar to the debate over
corporate tax cuts back at home; the arguments from
the left sound almost identical. But what is different
is the response from the right. And the difference is
not necessarily in what the congressman is saying – as
articulate and impressive as he is. It is the speakers
who preceded him and the fact that the rally highlights
the real, human stories behind the policy. It is a stark
contrast to supporters of tax cuts back at home, who
too often revert to dry economics or, at best, glib
sloganeering in a high-vis vest. Rallies like this are
the reason Trump’s seismic tax cuts steamrollered
themselves onto the statute books, while Australia’s
paltry efforts end up on life support.
I join Blum afterwards in the campaign bus. He is
gregarious, open, and brimming with rare authenticity.
Blum is up for re-election in November, and holds
the American equivalent of a marginal seat, beating
the Democrats last time around by just 3.7 per cent.
Conventional wisdom is that he is in a precarious
position, given the tendency of mid-term elections to
go against whichever party occupies the White House.
But you wouldn’t know it from talking to him. Sitting
in the campaign bus across from me, Blum has the
calmness and self-assurance of somebody who knows
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that, come what may, he is doing the right thing.
And there is ample evidence that Trump’s tax
agenda is the right thing. Economic data abounds
proving that the prosperity enjoyed by the likes
of Walter and Erik is a national phenomenon.
Unemployment is at an 18-year low. As at June,
average earnings are up 2.7 per cent over the past 12
months, with over 300 companies increasing wages
or benefits for workers as a direct result of the tax
cuts.
Under Trump, the jobless rate for AfricanAmericans has fallen to its lowest level on record – no
mean feat for a supposedly ‘racist’ president. Even the
New York Times – a credible but left-leaning outlet –
begrudgingly ran the headline: We Ran Out of Words
to Describe How Good the Jobs Numbers Are.
Is the ‘big end of town’ benefitting from the
tax cuts? Probably, but that’s beside the point. In a
country that has been hollowed out by the scourge of
joblessness, the biggest winners are the thousands of
Americans who are going back to work.
Small business heroes

F

inally, I get around to the purpose of the whole
trip: My meeting with Alfredo Ortiz, president
and CEO of the JCN. We’re on the same flight
out, and arrive at the airport a couple of hours early.
The café is closed, so we sit down with a couple of
Diet Cokes as the vending machine hums a few feet
away.
Alfredo points out that, as with most of the
JCN’s rallies, Congressman Blum was the last speaker,
not the first. ‘We make it about the people,’ he says.
‘We didn’t host today’s rally for the congressman. Our
heroes are the small business owners. It’s their stories
that we highlight: The 20- hour days, mortgaging the
house for finance, going 12 months without a salary.
That’s what we like to talk about, the blood and the
sweat and the tears and the toil.’
We head towards the tiny propeller plane that
will take us back to O’Hare airport in Chicago. From
there, I head to Los Angeles and Alfredo goes on to
a meeting at the White House. We shake hands as
Alfredo takes his seat and I head towards the rear, take
out the iPad and start tapping out my notes.
I don’t have long. Soon enough, a flight attendant
asks me to raise my tray table as the plane taxies,
takes off, and middle America disappears from view.

This article was originally published by the
Institute of Public Affairs: www.ipa.org.au.
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